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EXECUrrVE SUMMARY
This Technical Evaluation Report (TER) documents the findings from a review of the Individual Plant
Examination (IPE) for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES). The primary intent of the review
is to ascertain whether or not, and to what extent, the IPE submittal satisfies the major intent of Generic
Letter (GL) 88-20 and achieves the four IPE subwbjectives. The review utilized the information provided
in the original IPE submittal (Volumes 1 to 5 of the IPE submittal) and the supplemental information
provided by the licensee, the Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L), in response to NRC
questions on November 4, 1992 (Volume 6 of the IPE submittal).
'.l

Plant Characterization
Th e S usqu ehanna
anna Steam
earn Electric Station (SSES) is a twin Unit nuclear power plant located near Berwick,,
Pennsylvania. Each Unit is a 1050 MWe, 3293 MWth General Electric boiling water reactorr (B WR) of
o
BWR-4 type designation. The reactor coolant system {RCS) consists of the reactor vessel, main
feedwater system, main steam system, recirculation loops, jet pumps within the reactor vessel and
interconnected piping.
a pressure suppression containment of the Mark II design. The primary
containment consists of a steel-lined reinforced concrete structure with a 53 psig design pressure. Both
the power level and the containment free volume of Susquehanna are similar to that of Limerick and La
Salle.

The SSES containment is

The plant is operated by Pennsylvania Power

& Light Company (PP&L), with Unit 1 in

commercial

operation since 1983 and Unit 2 since 1985.

Design features at SSES that impact the core damage frequency (CDF) relative to other BWRs are
follows:

as

1)

There are 4 core spray pumps, 4 condensate pumps and 4 RHR (residual heat removal) pumps
(used for low pressure core injection (LPCI), suppression pool cooling (SPC), and containment
spray). Only one pump is sufficient for success.

2)

The two diesel driven fire pumps can be used for low pressure reactor water makeup/decay heat
removal via the RHR/RHRSW systems.

3)

There is a very weak dependence on the heating, ventilation and air conditioning system (HVAC)
and emergency service water {ESW), according to the licensee's analyses. In addition, the ESW
is totally separate from the normal service water (SW) system.

4)

It seems that the battery depletion time

is at least 6 hours, with load shedding. In addition, there
is a dedicated mobile diesel generator whose sole purpose is to provide dc power in a prolonged

station blackout.
')

There are 5 emergency diesel generators between the two units.

6)

As there are two units on site, a number of systems are shared or can be cross-connected (control
rod drive (CRD), service water, firewater, residual heat removal service water (RHRSW),
instrument air, ac power and dc power).

7)

Non-traditional systems can be used for core and containment cooling. In addition to the
firewater system and the CRD, these are the condensate transfer system and the reactor water
cleanup system.

8)

I%ere are numerous sources of water for the core and containment makeup or cooling, which can
be used by one or more cooling systems: the spray pond, the cooling tower basin, the clarified
water storage tank, the refueling water storage tank, two condensate storage tanks and the

condenser hotwells.

9)

Numerous procedural and hardware improvements have been implemented (some apparently as
a result of the IPE process) which target particular weaknesses.

The design of the region inside the reactor pedestal of a Mark II containment may have a significant
effect on the progression of a severe accident after the debris is discharged onto the drywell floor. The
design features that are most important to accident progression are the relative elevation of the in-pedestal
floor to the drywell floor and the existence of downcomers or drain tubes inside the pedestal region. For
the SSES the plant characteristics important to.the back-end analysis are:

A pressure suppression system with an inerted containment,

A reactor cavity floor that is at the same elevation

as the ex-pedestal

drywell floor with no

downcomers in the in-pedestal region.
Pressure suppression vent pipes (or downcomer pipes) that extend from 18 inches above the
drywell floor down to 11 ft below the suppression pool normal water level.

E.2

I,icensee's IPE Process

The licensee has provided the type

of information

requested by Generic Letter 88-20 and NUREG 1335.

The approach used by PP&L for the SSES IPE falls under the category of "other systematic examination
methods" in Generic Letter 80-20 (A staff review might be necessary to ensure that the methods are
generally acceptable). The emphasis of the SSES IPE is on the use of PP&L's defense-in4epth criteria
instead of on the evaluation and examination of consequence and risk.
Calculation of offsite
with
consideration
consequences,
of uncertainties, is not considered by PP&L to be adequate for judging
the level of operational safety of a nuclear power plant. The PP&L approach is therefore to develop an
"accurate and definitive" description of each accident sequence and to "realistically" portray the role of
human intervention as defined by Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) to terminate accident
progression.

The front-end portion of the IPE is a mixture of Level 1 PRA and defense in depth arguments. The
specific technique used for the Level 1 PRA was a small event tree/functional fault tree, and it is
described in the submittal. Parts of the fault trees were described by Boolean expressions.

I

0

The IPE Level I model (submitted in December 1991) is a follow-on study of two previous PRAs, one
contracted out to the NUS corporation in 1981 and an individual plant examination (IPE) as part of the
IDCOR program in 1986.

The HRA process identified conceptually the roles that plant personnel can play in impacting the plant
through the pre-initiator and post-initiator actions,'and actions that can cause initiating events. However,
the SSES IPE is unique in not quantifying any human actions using an HRA method. Instead, the
licensee has assumed that human contributions to pre-initiator equipment failures and to initiating events
is implicit in the plant-specific and generic data used to quantify these types of events. The licensee
indicates that this assumption does not apply to "very rare common cause failure events" though no details
of modeling failures from human actions are provided for these common cause events.

In the case of post-initiator human actions, the licensee has identified 14 human actions that are identified
in the SSES emergency operating procedures (EOPs) that have the potential to terminate the accident
sequences before core damage. One of three failure probabilities is assigned to each action depending
on certain criteria, as discussed below. The failure probabilities are 0.0, 1.0, or equal to the equipment
failure probability of the system being operated.

PP&L uses event trees and fault trees for accident sequence quantification. In the SSES IPE there are no
separate Level 1 and Level 2 analyses. An initiating event is first propagated through a "partition tree"
whose end points transfer to various "disposition trees". Each disposition tree further propagates the
effect of the initiating event and equipment failure or recovery to a spectrum of discrete plant states. The
plant states describe the condition of the core, vessel and containment as a result of the specific event
sequence (and thus the Level 2 results). The Level 2 analysis is included in the disposition tree analysis.
Both the "partition tree" and the "disposition trees" are event trees. The top events of these event trees
are quantified by the use of fault trees (called functional fault trees in the IPE submittal). Because of some
simplified assumptions used in the SSES IPE, the functional fault trees address only system availability
issues. Phenomenological and operator human response issues important to accident progression (e.g.,
ex-vessel recovery and RCS depressurization by operator actions), which are included in the fault tree
structure of some other IPEs, are not included in the fault trees of the SSES IPE.

The initiating events considered in the SSES IPE include transients with scram, loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) events, transients with failure to scram (ATWS), and internal floods. The progression of the
accident sequence is described primarily by the use of a transient analysis code BWRSAR (BWRSAR was
selected by PP&L over the more recently developed severe accident codes MAAP or MELCOR because
PP&L believes that the BWRSAR model is credible for the great majority of BWR sequences.
Furthermore, PP&L is more familiar and experienced with BWRSAR.). Analysis results from BWRSAR
and other PP&L developed computer codes are used to determine the success criteria for plant systems
and to predict the occurrence of important accident progression events (e.g., vessel breach and
containment failure) and the timing of their occurrence. The timing data obtained from these analyses
are used to determine whether operator actions are successful.
Substantial simplifications and assumptions are made in the SSES IPE for issues with significant
uncertainties. PP&L believes that the mathematical approximations are so poor for processes involving
containment failure, fission product release and transport, and radiological release consequence, that
inclusion of these issu'es in the analyses will give questionable results and obscure the real important
issues. Furthermore, to have more definitive predictions of the phenomenological events associated with

severe accident progressions PP&L uses quite a few of what PP&L believes to be 'realistic'ssumptions
in most cases are optimistic assumptions). One of the most important assumptions PP&L made
is the one regarding emergency procedures and operator actions. PP&L believes that, because the
analysis of functional failure sequences for the plant'is comprehensive and the evaluation of the plant
transient response against the EOPs is thorough, the emergency procedures cover all credible plant
conditions, and no ambiguities, inadequacies, or improper actions are present in the EOPs. PP&L further
assumed that, because of PP&L's rigorous training processes and requirements, the probability of an
operator committing a procedural error (i.e., failure to follow a procedural step) is zero. This seems to
indicate that the SSES operator will always understand the plant conditions correctly (without ambiguities)
and take the correct actions. The only question then is whether the operator can execute the procedural
action in a timely fashion. In this regards, PP&L assumes (or tries to achieve) an operator (execution)
failure rate comparable to the expected unavailability rate of the equipment involved in the action. Using
the timing data provided by accident sequence transient analyses, PP&L believes that the above goal for
operator execution error can be achieved and is thus used as the basis for the SSES IPE.

Severe accident transient analyses, which are used as the basis for the quantification of severe accident
progression in SSES IPE, involve many physical phenomena that have significant uncertainty. The
assumptions PP&L made {or selected to use) regarding the core melt process result in a very high core
recovery (vessel breach avoided after core melt has begun) rate. Using the progressive relocation model
in BWRSAR (instead of the core blockage model in MAAP) and assuming that the debris bed remains
eoolable until dryout, a core recovery rate of 99% is expected (as opposed to a 70% core recovery rate
using MAAP). PP&L also assumes a gradual release of core debris from the vessel after vessel breach.
The loading conditions associated with vessel breach that may cause an early containment failure are also
not considered in the SSES IpE. These include the loads associated with high pressure melt ejection
(e.g., DCH and rapid pressurization) and ex-vessel steam explosion. PP&L further assumed that the
corium is quenched and core concrete interaction prevented if a water pool is present and is continuously
resupplied when the debris pour commences (The reactor cavity and drywell floor can be flooded to the
top of the downcomer vents, 18 inches above drywell floor). An overlying water pool is also assumed
to prevent downcomer melt-through and drywell liner melt-through +he volume of the SSES reactor
cavity is not large enough to hold all the core debris. Core debris may spread outside the reactor cavity
and be in contact with the downcomer pipes and even the steel drywell liner).

In general, BWROG Emergency Procedure Guidelines Revision 4 (EPGP) are used as the basis for the
SSES IPE, although some of the procedures have not been implemented in the SSES (as of the IPE
submittal date). One procedure that belongs to this category is the one related to containment venting
(PP&L indicated it was still in the process of identifying the venting paths and performing the required
analysis.). In the accident transient analyses performed in SSES IPE a venting pressure of 15 psig (or
30 psia) is used for sequences involving containment venting. This is much smaller than the containment
design pressure of 53 psig for SSES. PP&L also assumed that containment venting, or containment
failure, before core damage begins will not result in the loss core injection (e.g., due to harsh reactor
building atmosphere condition) and subsequent core damage. The PP&L IPE also includes the effects
of procedures that are not part of the BWROG EPGQ. One such procedure is the addition of water to
the suppression pool (SP) as a means of slowing containment pressurization. This operator action,
according to SSES accident transient analyses, could extend the time allowable for other operator actions
to about twice the time without SP mass addition (e.g., the containment failure time is extended from 28
hours to 56 hours for high pressure vessel challenge sequences.).
The SSES IPE includes the effects

of plant

enhancements

(in both plant systems and procedures).

The

'which

~

~

of a mobile diesel generator to provide an independent power supply for the 125 DC system is an
example. It also includes the effects of plant enhancements that have not been implemented. The
inclusion of an alternate, independent power supply for the condensate transfer pumps is one such
use

example.

Source terms were calculated in the SSES IPE using BWRSAR, TRAPMELT3, and CONTAIN 1.12.
calculations were performed by Risk Management Associates (RMA) for PP&L. Because of the small
calculated core damage frequencies in the SSES IPE, only one sequence was identified in the SSES IPE
as meeting the NUREG-1335 screening criteria —an ATWS sequence with MSIV closure. This sequence,
and six additional sequences were selected in the SSES IPE for source term calculation. Except for the
ATWSIMSIVsequence, the additional six sequences do not involve containment failure. The source terms
for these six sequences are therefore very small.

'Re

Licensee personnel were involved in all aspects of the analysis. In-plant expertise apparently already
existed as a result of the previous SSES PRA study. Almost all of the analysis (except parts of the Level
2 source term calculations) were performed by the licensee.
The reviews performed for the IPE included both some independent in-house reviews and limited external
review.

It is

E.3

not clear whether the licensee intends to maintain a "living" PRA.

IPE Analysis

E.3.1 Front-Entl Analysis
The IPE quantified the following initiating event categories: 5 LOCAs, 8 transients, 15 ATWSs, and 3
flooding scenarios that survived screening. The IPE developed 7 event trees to model the plant response
to these initiating events. The flooding analysis was a relatively comprehensive analysis, but with a
generic flooding frequency used and lack of documentation on certain aspects including operator actions.
Success criteria were based on existing information supplemented

by calculations, as needed.

The licensee assumes that depressurization of the reactor below 500 psig in an ATWS {anticipated
transient without scram) will cause severe power oscillations which will lead to mechanical fuel damage.
The licensee assumes that the condensate system can be used in an ATWS to supply makeup to the vessel,
with defeat or reset of interlocks and with adequate pressure control (between 500 and 600 psig).
The licensee's calculation show that the suppression pool level can be raised to extend the time to
reaching the HCTL. This differs from the BWROG EPGs (BWR owners group emergency procedure
guidance).

The licensee's analysis does not show any feedback of containment failure causing core damage.
The analysis assumes certain plant improvements. Most of the improvements have been implemented,
but some are still outstanding (as of the IPE completion date).

h

~

\

The operator actions are assumed to he accomplished perfectly, given enough time.
Dependencies were also considered, including HVAC. The HVAC system is not needed within the
mission time for most systems, except for the ESW pumphouse.
Loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs) outside the containment and interfacing systems LOCAs (ISLOCAs)
are not quantified. The ISLOCAs are believed to be unimportant based on valve stroke testing in an
unpressurized state, for most interfacing systems.

The data were collected from each unit's initial criticality (9/10/82 for Unit 1 and 5/8/84 for Unit 2) until
12/31/89. Plant specific data were used where possible. The plant configuration modeled was that which
existed on January 1, 1990, plus all the improvements recommended by the IPE.
'I

SSES data for some systems is consistent with the NUREG/CR-4550 data. However, other important
systems have data which is much lower than expected (e.g., HPCI or high pressure core injection, RCIC
or reactor core isolation cooling, fire protection, core spray). The model allows repair of components
in accident sequences, for pumps, valves and diesel generators. The diesel generator repair data seem

optimistic,
The P approach was used to characterize common cause failures (CCF), but CCF was considered for only
The CCF parameters used are generally consistent with the
a very few systems and components.
NUREG/CRR550 recommended values. However, common cause failure was not modeled for'most of
the important systems and components (e.g., diesel generators, most pumps and valves, electrical
components, etc.).

/
The core damage frequency is 1.2E-7/cycle (cy) (a cycle is 15 months). The flooding contributes 7.6E9/cy. Re internal accident types and initiating events that contribute most to the CDF and their percent
contributions are listed below in Tables E-l and E-2. Several sensitivity analyses were also performed.

Table E-l Dominant accident classes and their contribution to the CDF
Accident Class

Contribution to CDF (/cy)

ATWS

9.2E-8

78

All transients

1.6E-8

14

Flood

7.6E-9

LOCAs

1.0E-9

0.8

9.5E-10

0.8

ATWS
SBO

& LOCA

7.E-11

0

Table E-Z Dominant initiating event or scenarios and their CDF contribution

Initiating event or scenario

CDF (/cy)

% total

LOOP ATWS

4.7E-8

TBCCW loss ATWS

2.0E-8

17

of DC bus

1.6E-8

14

DC bus loss ATWS

1.3E-8

Non isolation transient
ATWS

7.6E-9

All floods

7.6E-9

Isolation transient ATWS

2.1E-9

,Loss

E.3.2 Human Reliability Analysis
The licensee elected to perform no explicit analysis of pre-initiator human actions. Rather the IPE is
based on the assumption that equipment failure probabilities used to quantify equipment unavailabilities
include contributions from human errors implicitly. While the submittal indicates that this approach does
not apply to common-cause failures (including those from human errors), the licensee does not provide
any analysis of common-cause failures from human or other related causes.
The licensee performed a limited analysis of post-initiator human actions, The actions modeled are those.
identified in the SSES EOPs as necessary to accomplish a safe plant in response to the range of initiating
events modeled in the IPE.
The licensee recognized that operators may err in performing post-initiator actions. First, operators may
commit "procedural errors" that involve„departures from written procedures, or they may commit
"execution errors", thereby Riling to complete the tasks as directed by the procedures, The licensee did
not consider procedural errors because the goal of PP&L is "zero deviations from procedures." With
this goal in mind, the licensee states "Should a deviation be observed during training or requalification
testing activities, the cause will be discovered and eliminated."

A unique approach was used to assess and quantify the probabilities of execution failure for the SSES
post-initiator human actions. Three classes of error probability were assigned, as summarized in Table
E-3.

Table E-3

Assigninent of error probabilities

Failure Probability

Condition
Enter procedure given necessary time and
information (cognitive failure)

0.0

Familiar actions with extreme time margin and
absence of ambiguity

0.0

Actions with moderate time pressure, limited
manpower, or complex execution
Actions under extremely adverse and timelimited conditions or in the absence of

6

Equipment failure probability
1.0

procedures

The assessment of the availability of time for the assignment of a human error probability "broadly
equivalent to the equipment failure rate" depends on the number of actions, their location, and the
complexity of the actions.

The SSES core-damage frequency is estimated to be 9.0E48 per year, and is dominated by accident
sequences involving anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). No human actions are identified as
significant contributors to the coreMamage frequency, nor to ATWS sequences, principally because of
the minimal modeling of human actions in the IPE.
The licensee undertook a limited sensitivity study of the infiuence of human action failure probabilities
on the ATWS sequences. This sensitivity study was performed by substituting failure probabilities taken
from another (unnamed) BWR IPE submittal that had used a more "traditional" HRA method, and
requantifying the ATWS sequences. The effect of substituting the other probabilities increased the
frequency of ATWS-related core-damage sequences to 5.3E4S per year, compared with 9.0E-08 per year
using the SSES failure probabilities.

E.3.3 Back-End Analysis
Zhe Approach used

for Back-End

Analysis

As noted previously, there are no separate Level 1 and Level 2 analyses in the SSES IPE. In the SSES
IPE, an initiating event is first propagated through a "partition tree" whose end points transfer to various
"disposition trees". Each disposition tree further propagates the effect of the initiating event and
equipment failure or recovery to a spectrum of discrete plant states. The plant states describe the
condition of the core, vessel and containment as a result of the specific event sequence (and thus the
Level 2 results). The Level 2 analysis is included in the disposition tree analysis.

The top events in the disposition trees in the SSES IPE that are relevant to Level 2 analyses include those
associated with "Vessel Failure" and "Containment Challenge". It is assumed in the SSES IPE that vessel
failure is prevented (or in-vessel recovery is successful) if injection is recovered before dryout.

Containment overpressure failure is prevented if decay heat removal is available, and containment
overtemperature failure is prevented if drywell spray is operating. The top events in the event trees and
the associated fault trees therefore address the availability of the various systems that provide the above
functions.
top events of the event trees are quantified by fault trees in the SSES IPE. Consistent with
the assumptions used in the SSES IPE, the top events address only system availability issues.
Phenomenological issues (e.g., HPME) and operator human response issues are not included in the event
tree structures. In general, the event trees and the associated fault trees developed in the Susquehanna IPE
are well structured and easy to understand. Within the assumptions used in the SSES IPE submittal, the
top events of the CET cover the important issues that determine vessel integrity, containment response,
and eventual release from the containment.
Some

of the

The quantification of the CET in the SSES IPE is based on system availability at various event times
predicted by the BWRSAR code. In general, the event tree structure used in the SSES IPE for IPE
quantification provides a systematic means for plant examination and for the development of accident
management strategies (and plant improvement), and thus meets the requirement of PP&L's "Defense-In
Depth" approach. Although the emphasis is on severe accident management, which involve many operator
actions, operator actions are not modeled explicitly in the event tree structure. The lack of events in the
event tree structure to address containment phenomena and operator actions limit the use of the event tree
to addr'ess the effects of these issues on containment performance. A major deficiency in the SSES IPE
is the lack of appreciation of uncertainties on severe accident progression. Although the importance of
uncertainties are acknowledged and discussed in the IPE submittal, they are not quantitatively addressed
in the IPE analysis.
According to NUREG-1335, the primary objective of the IPE back-end analysis is to provide the utility
with a framework for obtaining an understanding of and appreciation for containment failure modes, the
impact of phenomena and plant features, and the impact of operator actions. The event trees and the fault
trees used in the SSES IPE to perform the back-end analysis do not involve events that address the
various containment phenomena and operator actions, and their potential impact (e.g., in terms of
sensitivity studies) on the back-end results are not discussed in the IPE submittal.

Back-End Analysis Results
Table E-4, below, shows a comparison of the conditional probabilities for the various containment failure
modes obtained from the Susquehanna IPE with those obtained from the Limerick IPE and the La Salle
NUREG/CR-5305 analyses on which the LaSalle IPE is based.

The total core damage frequency (CDF) predicted in SSES IPE is very low (1.2E-7 per 15-month cycle).
Approximately 80% of the total CDF comes from ATWS sequences. Among the total CDF, only about
1% involves containment failure (CF) and only 3% of the CDF involves vessel breach (VB). Of the total
containment failure probability (1% CDF), over 80% comes from ATWS with loss of turbine building
closed cooling water (TBCCW) (with a frequency of 1.0E-9); and of the total vessel breach probability
(3% CDF), over 95% comes from internal flood (based on an assumed frequency of 1.0E-4 for internal

flood).

0

Table E-4 Containment failure as a percentage of total CDF

Containment Failure
Mode

Limerick
IPE

SSES

IPE

Salle'UREG/CR-5305

35

Early
Failure
Failure'ate

27

4.3'a

Bypass

Isolation Failure
Intact

CDF (1/ry)

99

51

14

4.7E-5

9.0E-S

'ecause in SSES IPE containment failure occurs

before vessel breach in ATWS sequences, it is classified
in the table as early containment failure.
~For La Salle: of the 35% early failure probability, 30% involves containment failure and 5% involves early
containment venting (venting before vessel breach); of the 51% late failure probability, 10% involves
containment failure and 41% involves late containment venting (i.e., venting aAer vessel breach).

The probability of having both CF and VB is extremely low (7.8E-11 per 15-month cycle). The
conditional probability of CF with VB is only about 0.07% of the total SSES core damage frequency (on
a conditional basis: about 7% of the containment failure cases involves vessel breach; and about 2% of
the vessel breach cases involve containment failure). The leading contributor to the frequency of CF with
UB is ATWS with loss of a DC bus.
The table above shows the results for core damage cases. According to the SSES IPE submittal, there are
many cases that do not have core damage but involve containment venting or containment over-pressure
failure. The frequencies for these no-coredamage cases are 1.8E-7/ry for containment venting and 3.6E8/ry for containment overpressure failure, much higher than the total CDF of 8.8E-8/ry. If containment
venting is assumed not available, the frequency for containment overpressure failure with no core damage
increases from 3.6E-8/ry to 3.6E-7/ry, an increase of an order of magnitude.
Because of the small calculated core damage frequencies in the SSES IPE, only one sequence was
identified in the SSES IPE as meeting the NUREG-1335 screening criteria. It is an ATWS sequence with
MSIV closure. This sequence was therefore selected in the SSES IPE for source term calculation. In
addition to this sequence, source terms were also calculated for six additional sequences. It is noted that,
except for the ATWS/MSIV sequence, the additional six sequences do not involve containment failure.
The source terms for these six sequences are therefore very small.

Although the selection of the sequence seems to satisfy the NUREG-1335 criteria, the selection of only
one sequence with containment failure for source term definition does not seems to provide a reasonable
coverage of the spectrum of source terms that might occur for SSES. Additionally, the low core damage
and containment failure frequencies obtained in the SSES IPE are partly due to the optimistic assumptions
used in the IPE. Source term calculations for more sequences could have been needed if less optimistic
assumptions are used in the analysis. The source term developed in the SSES IPE is not characterized
by sufficient information to calculate environmental consequences in a Level 3 PRA.
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Sensitivity studies for parameters that may have significant effects on Level 2 analysis results are
performed in some other IPEs but not in the SSES IPE. Sensitivity studies performed in other IPEs
include those associated with the code used for transient calculations and those associated with
containment phenomena and operator actions.

E.4 Generic Issues and Containment Performance Improvements
The IPE addresses decay heat removal (DHR). The licensee discusses the systems which reject decay
heat to the ultimate heat sink: the main condenser, the RHR system in the shutdown cooling and the
suppression pool cooling modes, the RWCU and the wetwell vent. The licensee also discusses the
support systems to these systems and considers the impact of various initiating events on these systems.
The discussion is qualitative.
The A-17 generic issue, Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants, is also considered closed by the
licensee as a result of the submittal.

E.S Vulnerabilities and Plant Improvements
According to the SSES IPE PP&L applied the defense-in4epth criteria to screen the IPE results for
severe accident vulnerabilities, this screening process was used in the IPE to identify plant improvements.
0

The licensee identified several potential modifications to the plant and the procedures.
Some
modifications have been installed and some are reported in the submittal as being under consideration.
The following is a summary of those that influence operator actions.

I.

Modification to the Emergency Service Water (ESW) System to allow the spray pond return
bypass valve to be normally open (installed). This eliminates the need for operator actions to
provide a cooling path for emergency diesel generators during loss of offsite power conditions.

2.

Installation of threaded attachments on RHR service water (RHRSW) piping to facilitate
connection of fire-main system during station blackout (installed). This simplifies the manual
connection of the fire-protection system to the RHRSW to permit the fire-protection diesels to
supply water to the reactor vessel in a station blackout.

3.

Increase HPCI suction bypass and HPCI and RCIC exhaust pressure setpoints to remove the need
for manual bypass for high suppression-pool water temperatures (under consideration), This
would allow extended use of HPCI and RCIC injection under ATWS conditions without manual
bypass actions.

4.

Modify control logic for LPCI and core spray (CS) injection and install low-pressure permissive
for LPCI and CS (partially installed). The modification to the control logic would
allow the operators to control the high-volume flow rates when the low-pressure injection systems
start in ATWS scenarios. The permissive bypass switch allows the operators to recover failures
of the low-pressure permissive circuitry in the event of lossmf-coolant accident (LOCA)
bypass switch

sequences.
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5.

Provide procedural guidance for aligning the control rod drive (CRD) system for RPV highpressure makeup (under development).

,

6.

Provide revised procedural guidance for primary containment control (under development). This
modification covers several containment-system issues, such as use of RWCU for heat removal,
water addition to the suppression pool, redefinition of the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit
(HTCL) curve, and priority on core integrity protection rather than containment integrity, etc.

7.

Provide revised procedural guidance for RPV flooding actions when reactor water level
instrumentation is unavailable (under development).

8.

Provide revised procedural guidance for RPV level control, allowing the safety/relief valves
(SRVs) to cycle automatically (under development).

9.

Provide revised procedural guidance for reactor scram recovery actions, ensuring that a plant
cooldown does not occur unless the reactor is shut down with control rods (under development).

10.

Provide procedural guidance to vent the containment when fission products have not been released
from the core, and certain other plant conditions have been met (under development).

Two other hardware improvements have either been already installed

as a

result of the 1986 IPE, or are

under consideration:
1.

Installation of a mobile diesel generator to provide an independent power supply for the 125V dc
system. This improvement has been installed as a result of the 1986 IPE and extends dc system

availability indefinitely in
2.

a

long term station blackout.

Provide an alternate, independent power supply for the condensate transfer pumps. Installation
of a small diesel generator for this purpose is under consideration. This would make this system
available in SBO sequences, thus providing an alternate reactor makeup system, and would prevent
waterhammer damage to suppression pool cooling (as well as other ECCS piping) in such
sequences, because of the keepfill function.

The licensee also reported further studies were planned for: primary containment venting, SRV control
operations from the control room, and alternative load-shedding methods during LOCA sequences.
The plant modifications discussed in the IPE submittal include both installed and uninstalled modifications
(at the time of the IPE). Improvements in response to the SBO rule were not explicitly identified; the
fifth diesel generator may be one of them.

E.6 Observations
Based on a review of the information provided in the IPE submittal and subsequent responses by the
licensee to RAIs it was not possible to conclude that the SSES IPE has met the intent of Generic Letter
88-20. This determination is based on the following points.
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Strengths of the level 1 analysis of the IPE are: a very strong effort to apply the defense in depth strategy
and fix any plant feature which violates it. This resulted in numerous improvements to the plant, the net
effect of which is a reasonable expectation of a (possibly substantial) reduction in core damage frequency.
There were numerous plant specific calculations performed, and an effort was made to present those
calculations and their results in the report. There was a substantial effort to understand the accident
phenomena and to understand and model the accident progression at the SSES. Insights from the analysis
have been incorporated into all aspects of plant operations.

The weaknesses in the Level 1 analysis are mainly in the following areas: treatment of common cause
failures {very few systems considered), taking credit for perfect operator response to accident progression,
and taking credit for improvements not yet implemented. Some data used in certain aspects of the PRA
(e.g., failure data, repair data, etc.) seem overly optimistic when compared against the expected values.
There is an impression that sometimes too much confidence was placed in the results of calculations of
uncertain phenomena. The treatment of the relationship between containment failure and the subsequent
status of the core leaves open questions of whether all important aspects were considered; the licensee
Multi-unit effects were
assumes that containment failure has no feedback effect on core damage.
modeled, but questions remain about how the modeling accounted for equipment availability and operator
actions. ISLOCA events were not quantified. There are questions about initiating event calculations and
whether any walkdowns were performed for the non-fiooding part of the analysis.
Due to the weak points of the analysis noted above, it is not possible to determine whether the
has really found and addressed all of the important plant weaknesses.

licensee

'Ice IPE determined that ATWS contributes about 80% to the core damage frequency {CDF) at the SSES.
The transients contribute 14%. The station blackout {SBO) contribution is negligible. The total CDF
is about 1.2E-7/cy, where a cycle is 15 months. This is a very low CDF compared to other BWRs.
While some of the positive plant features contribute to reducing the CDF, the generally low core damage
frequency results are also due to taking credit for the numerous plant improvements proposed, while
disregarding the potential for common cause failures and operator errors.
The CDF profile does not resemble that of a typical BWR, where ATWS sequences are not so
overwhelmingly dominant, and where SBO and ATWS both are usually dominant contributors. This
difference may be due to lack of modeling of common cause failures and operator actions, which has a
more pronounced effect in transients versus ATWS initiators. Part of the reason may also be due to plant
features showing high redundancy and diversity in injection sources, ultimate heat sink paths and water
sources and electric power. While ASS defeats many of these options, the licensee took credit in
ATWS modeling for perfect operator actions and plant improvements, and relied on results of plant
specific calculations for phenomena where there is current uncertainty.
The IPE resulted in numerous recommendations for improvements, most of which have been
implemented, while the rest are under consideration. The IPE took credit for all the recommended
improvements.

The approach adopted for modeling human actions is uniquely minimalist among the IPE submittals.
Two fundamental questions are addressed in this review: First, does the HRA approach used by the
licensee identify the principal sources of potential core damage at SSES? Second, can and does the IPE
identify appropriately any plant-specific human-related vulnerabilities that may contribute to such core
damage?
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Does the HRA Approach Identify Principal Sources

of Potential

Core Damage?

The licensee has adopted the approach of not modeling any pre-initiator human actions in the belief that
the data used to quantify equipment unavailabilities implicitly includes any contributions from human
actions; separate modeling could lead to "double-counting" of human contributions.

Additionally, the licensee has stated that the approach does not apply to common-cause failures, including
those caused by human actions. However, they have not provided any analysis of human-caused
common-cause failures that have the potential of significantly impacting the core4amage frequency. Of
particular note is the absence of possible human-related common-cause failures, for example
miscalibration of sensors like RPV, condensate storage tank, and suppression-pool water-level sensors.
%he approach taken by the licensee in identifying human actions in the post-initiator phase of the accident
sequences follows the common practice of identifying steps in the EOPs that are essential to preventing

core damage.

It is the quantification of these

actions that is unique.

The licensee does not accept that failures in selecting and applying relevant procedures ("procedural
errors") are possible; the only failures that are conceded as possible are the failures in executing the steps
in the procedures ("execution errors"). The licensee makes no distinction between failures to accomplish
the steps (for example, the operators run out of time) and errors in performing the steps (for example,
selecting a wrong control).
The licensee presents several reasons why it is believed that procedural errors need not be modeled.
These are summarized as follows;
1)

2)
3)

Operators will have confidence to rely absolutely on the procedures.
Operators are trained and have practice in applying the procedures.
Ambiguity in procedures or related procedures are not important.

The arguments made essentially reduce to the premise that no deviations from procedures can be
permitted, and therefore the probability of such deviations is zero. However, the licensee presents no
anecdotal or quantitative evidence that, in fact, such deviations are zero. No discussion is presented by
the licensee of the findings of licensee event reports (LERs), NRC systematic assessments of licensee
performance (SALPs), or any other evaluations of actual plant performance to support the claims made
in the submittal.
One additional area of concern associated with extreme claims of operator reliability in the post-initiator
phase has apparently been ignored by the licensee: that of uncertainties in the accident phenomena models
that underlie the definitions of success of operator actions. Most noticeable is the lack of any discussion
of such uncertainties in ATWS modeling for BWRs. It would seem that the licensees consider operators
to have almost perfect knowledge of such events (or that the actions as modeled bound such analyses).
Some HRA analysts view the comparatively high failure probabilities often used for operator actions in
BWR ATWS scenarios as a partial recognition that the accident may unfold in ways not compatible with
the actions as modeled in typical ATWS event trees. Such a possibility is effectively negated by the SSES

approach.
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The omission of procedural errors together with the simplistic analysis of execution errors in the postinitiator human actions, in addition to the simple treatment of the pre-initiator actions, may cause
potentially significant contributions to CDF from human actions to.be missed.
Can and Does the

IPF Process Identify Potential Human-Action Related Vulnerabilities?

The licensee has adopted a qualitative screening process called the "defense-in4epth" evaluation.
Notwithstanding the omission or simplistic treatment of human actions in the modeling and the
quantification of the SSES IPE models, does the use of this screening process identify equivalent plant
vulnerabilities that would have been identified by a more orthodox HRA modeling process? If so, the
analysis performed by the licensee may go some way towards meeting the intent of Generic Letter 88-20.
Using the defense-in4epth vulnerability criteria, the licensee reportedly identified several plant changes,
six of which were changes in procedures and four related to plant hardware which have an impact on
operations. For the most part, it is not clear how the changes in procedures are derived from the
application of the defense-in4epth criteria.
Generally the changes in hardware should act to decrease the SSES core-damage frequency by simplifying
operator actions (as with the installation of threaded attachments on the RHRSW piping) or even making
operator actions possibly practical (modifying the control logic for LPCI and core spray (CS) injection

in an ATWS event).,

No assurance is provided, however, that the application of the defense-in-depth criteria will lead to the
insights and vulnerabilities that would be provided by a more complete and detailed analysis of human
actions.

The important points of the technical evaluation of the IPE back-end (level 2) analysis are summarized
below:

The approach used by PP&L for the SSES IPE falls under the category of "other systematic
examination methods" in Generic Letter 80-20.
The back-end portion of the IPE supplies a substantial amount
subject areas identified in Generic Letter 88-20.

of information with regards to the

The PP&L's "Defense-In-Depth" approach provides a systematic means for plant examination and
for the development of accident management strategies (and plant improvement) The major
deficiencies in the examination is the lack of appreciation of the uncertainties in severe accident
progression (e.g., in severe accident phenomena and operator responses to severe accident).
Although uncertainties are acknowledged and discussed in the IPE submittal, they are not
addressed in the analysis (e.g., in terms of sensitivity studies).
~

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station IPE discusses all phenomena of importance to severe
accident progression in accordance with analysis'refiect
Appendix I of the Generic Letter. However, some issues
not
have
been
addressed
satisfactorily in the SSES IPE.
may
Generic Letter 88-20 requests that "the
the actual design, operation, maintenance
and emergency operation of the plant." The SSES IPE took credit of some plant and procedure
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enhancements that had not been implemented at SSES at the time
of these enhancements are unknown.

of the IPE. The current

status

Simplifications and assumptions are made in the SSES IPE for issues with significant uncertainties.
These include the simplifications and assumptions used for operator actions and some containment
phenomena that have significant uncertainties, such as those related to HPME, in-vessel and exvessel recoveries, and equipment survivability.

The containment analyses indicate that'there is only 1% conditional probability of containment
failure. This is significantly lower than those obtained in other IPEs.
The licensee has addressed the recommendations of the CPI program.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Review Process

This technical evaluation report (TER) documents the results of the BNL review of the Susquehanna
Steam Electric Station Individual Plant Examination submittal [IPE]. This technical evaluation report
adopts the NRC review objectives, which include the following:
~
~

To determine ifthe IPE submittal provides the level of detail requested in the "Submittal Guidance
Document," NUREG-1335, and
To assess if the IPE submittal meets the intent of Generic Letter 88-20.

This TER is based on the original submittal (Volumes 1 to 5 of the IPE submittal) and the supplemental
information prepared by PP&L in response to NRC questions of November 4, 1992 (Volume 6 of the
IPE submittal).
Findings and conclusions are limited to those that could be supported by the documentwnly review; no
visit to the site was conducted. The review addressed the reasonableness of the overall approach with
regard to its ability to permit the licensee to meet the goals of Generic Letter 88-20.

1.2

P/ant Characterization

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) is a twin unit nuclear power plant located near Berwick,
Pennsylvania, on the bank of the Susquehanna River, approximately 20 miles south of Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania. Each Unit is a 1050 MWe, 3293 MWth General Electric boiling water reactor (BWR) of
BWR-4 type designation. The reactor coolant system (RCS) consists of the reactor vessel, main
feedwater system, main steam system, recirculation loops, jet pumps within the reactor vessel and
interconnected piping.
The containment for each unit is of the Mark II design. Unit 1 entered commercial operation in June
1983, and Unit 2 entered commercial operation in February of 1985.

The plant is operated by Pennsylvania Power

of

& Light Company (PP&L).

Design features at SSES that impact the core damage frequency (CDF) relative to other BWRs are
follows:

as

1)

There are 4 core spray pumps, 4 condensate pumps and 4 RHR (residual heat removal) pumps
(used for low pressure core injection (LPCI), suppression pool cooling (SPC), and containment
spray). Only one pump is sufficient for success.

2)

'Ihe two diesel driven fire pumps can be used for low pressure reactor water makeup/decay heat
removal via the RHR/RHRSW systems.

s>

There is a very weak dependence on the heating, ventilation and air conditioning system (HVAC)
and emergency service water (ESW), according to the licensee's analyses. In addition, the ESW
is totally separate from the normal service w'ater (SW) system.

4)

It seems that the battery depletion time

5)

There are 5 emergency diesel generators between the two units.

6)

As there are two units on site, a number of systems are shared or can be cross-connected (control
rod drive (CRD), service water, firewater, residual heat removal service water (RHRSW),
instrument air, ac power and dc power).

7)

Non-traditional systems can be used for core and containment cooling, In addition to the firewater
system and the CRD, these are the condensate transfer system and the reactor water cleanup
system.

8)

There are numerous sources of water for the core and containment makeup or cooling, which can
be used by one or more cooling systems: the spray pond, the cooling tower basin, the clarified
water storage tank, the refueling water storage tank, two condensate storage tanks and the
condenser hotwells.

9)

Numerous procedural and hardware improvements have been implemented (some apparently as
a result of the IPE process) which target particular weaknesses.

is at least 6 hours, with load shedding.

In addition, there
pow'er
dc
in a prolonged
is a dedicated mobile diesel generator whose sole purpose is to provide
station blackout.

Note that the licensee's submittal does not show a list of important plant features (except for the list of
improvements).
As noted above, the SSES containment is a pressure suppression containment of the Mark II design. The
primary containment consists of a steel-lined reinforced concrete structure with a 53 psig design pressure.
The containment consists of two main compartments: a drywell which contains the reactor vessel and a
pressure suppression chamber (or a wetwell) which has an air volume and a suppression water volume
(i.e., the suppression pool). The two compartments are separated by a diaphragm floor which is
penetrated by 87 vent pipes and 16 SRV lines. The vent-pipes and the SRV lines terminate in the
suppression pool of the wetwell for steam condensation and pressure suppression. Some of the plant
characteristics important to the back-end analysis are summarized in Table 1 of this report.

Table

Plant and Containment Characteristics for SSES
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Characteristic
Thermal Power, MW(t)
Drywell Free Volume,
Free Volume,
Pool Water Volume, fV
Total Containment Free Volume,
ft'etwell

ft'uppression

Design Pressure, psig
Median Containment Failure Pressure,
pslg
Containment Volume/Power, ft'/MW(t)
Reactor Type
ft'ontainment

Susquehanna

Limerick

La Salle

3293

3293

3293

239,600

243,600

209,300

153,800

147,700

164,500

131,600

130,000

130,000

393,400

391,300
45

373,800
45

53

190
119

119

114

BWRA

BWR-4

BWR-5

As shown in the above table, both the power level and the containment free volume of Susquehanna are
similar to that of Limerick and La Salle'. The median containment failure pressure, which is obtained in
the Susquehanna IPE based on the Limerick IPE result, is 140 psig, lower than that obtained in NUREG5305 for La Salle.

The design of the region inside the reactor pedestal of a Mark II containment may have a significant
effect on the progression of a severe accident after the debris is discharged onto the drywell floor. The
design features that are most important to accident progression are the relative elevation of the in-pedestal
floor to the drywell floor and the existence of downcomers or drain tubes inside the pedestal region. In
general, the BWR-5 plants (e.g., La Salle) have a recessed in-pedestal region (reactor cavity) and the
BWRQ plants (e.g., SSES and Limerick) have a flat in-pedestal floor at approximately the same elevation
as the ex-pedestal drywell floor. For SSES the plant characteristics important to the back-end analysis
are:

A pressure suppression system with an inerted containment.

A reactor cavity floor that is at the same elevation as the ex-pedestal drywell floor with no
downcomers in the in-pedestal region.
Pressure suppression vent pipes (or downcomer pipes) that extend from 18 inches above the
drywell fioor down to 11 ft below the suppression pool normal water level.

'The air space volume of the wetwell and the water volume of the suppression pool depend on
the suppression pool water level (e.g., high, normal, or low water level) and may vary slightly from
report to report.
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2.1

TECHNICAL REVIEW

Licensee's IPE Process

2.1.1 Completeness and Methodology
'IIie licensee

has provided the type

of information

requested by Generic Letter 88-20 and NUREG-1335.

The approach used by PP&L for the SSES IPE falls under the category of "other systematic examination
methods" in Generic Letter 80-20 (A staff review might be necessary to ensure that the methods are
generally acceptable). Emphasis of the SSES IPE is on the use of PP&L's defense-in4epth criteria
Calculation of offsite
instead of on the evaluation and examination of consequence and risk.
consequences, with consideration of uncertainties, is not considered by PP&L to be adequate for judging
the level of operational safety of a nuclear power plant. The PP&L approach is therefore to develop an
"accurate and definitive" description of each accident sequence and to "realistically" portray the role of
human intervention as defined by Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) to terminate accident
progression.

The front-end portion of the IPE is a mixture of Level 1 PRA and defense in depth arguments. The
specific technique used for the Level 1 PRA was a support system model with functional frontline event
trees and functional fault trees, and it is described in the submittal. Parts of the fault trees were described
by Boolean expressions.
Internal initiating events and internal flooding were considered. Event trees were developed for all
classes of initiating events.
No uncertainty analysis was performed. Limited sensitivity analyses were
performed (e.g., effect:on results without existence of another unit on site).
The IPE Level 1 model (submitted in December 1991) is a follow-on study of two previous.PRAs, one
contracted out to the NUS in 1981 and an individual plant examination (IPE) as part of the IDCOR
program in 1986. Some aspects of the model reflect Rev. 4 of the BWROG EFGs (BWR owners group
emergency procedure guidance), while a few aspects differ from such guidance based on plant specific
PP&L analyses. It seems that no other IPEs were reviewed (the 1981 Limerick PRA was quoted in the
generic data section) and apparently there is significant in-house expertise in certain areas. Specific
analyses were supported by numerous references, some of which were internal plant documents and
calculations.

The freeze date for the analysis was January 1, 1990.

The HRA process identified conceptually the roles that plant personnel can play in impacting the plant
through the pre-initiator and post-initiator actions, and actions that can cause initiating events. However,
the SSES IPE is unique in not quantifying any human actions using an HRA method. Instead, the
licensee has assumed that human contributions to pre-initiator equipment failures and to initiating events
is implicit in the plant-specific and generic data used to quantify these types of events. The licensee
indicates that this assumption does not apply to "very rare common cause failure events" though no details
of modeling failures from human actions are provided for these common cause events.

0

In the case of post-initiator human actions, the licensee has identified 14 human actions that are identified
in the SSES emergency operating procedures (EOPs) that have the potential to terminate the accident
sequences before core damage. One of three failure probabilities is assigned to each action depending
on the time available and the time required for the action, the complexity of the action, and the locations
of the actions. The failure probabilities are 0.0, 1.0, or equal to the equipment failure probability of the
system being operated.

The SSES coreMamage frequency is estimated to be 9.0E48 per year, and is dominated by accident
sequences involving anticipated transients without scram (ATWS). No human actions are identified as
significant contributors to the core-damage frequency, nor to ATWS sequences, principally because of
the minimal modeling of human actions in the IPE.
The licensee has evaluated core4amage sequences for plant vulnerabilities, using the criteria provided
in Generic Letter 88-2 as the basis. The licensee calculates that all sequences are substantially less than
these screening criteria and concludes that there are no plant vulnerabilities.
While the licensee recognized that human actions can and do influence the coreMamage frequency in the
pre- and post-initiator phases of accident sequences and the frequencies of initiating events, the only
In this phase, the licensee
analysis of human actions was performed for the post-initiator phase.
identified the principal actions described in the EOPs associated with the different types of initiating
events and accident sequences. A total of 14 human events were identified by this process.

PP&L uses event trees and fault trees for accident sequence quantification. In the SSES IPE there are no
separate Level 1 and Level 2 analyses. An initiating event is first propagated through a "partition tree"
whose end points transfer to various "disposition trees". Each disposition tree further propagates the
effect of the initiating event and equipment failure or recovery to a spectrum of discrete plant states. The
plant states describe the condition of the core, vessel and containment as a result of the specific event
sequence (and thus the Level 2 results). The Level 2 analysis is included in the disposition tree analysis.
Both the "partition tree" and the "disposition trees" are event trees. The top events of these event trees
are quantified by the use of fault trees (called functional fault trees in the IPE submittal). Because of some
simplified assumptions used in the SSES IPE, the functional fault trees address only system availability
issues. Phenomenological and operator human response issues important to accident progression (e.g.,
ex-vessel recovery and RCS depressurization by operator actions), which are included in the fault tree
structure of some other IPEs, are not included in the fault trees of the SSES IPE.

The initiating events considered in the SSES IPE include transients with scram, loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) events, transients with failure to scram (ATWS), and internal floods. The progression of the
accident sequence is described primarily by the use of a transient analysis code BWRSAR (BWRSAR was
selected by PP&L over the more recently developed severe accident codes MAAP or 'MELCOR because
PP&L believes that the BWRSAR model is credible for the great majority of BWR sequences.
Furthermore, PP&L is more familiar and experienced with BWRSAR.). Analysis results from BWRSAR
and other PP&L developed computer codes are used to determine the success criteria for plant systems
and to predict the occurrence of important accident progression events (e.g., vessel breach and
containment failure) and the timing of their occurrence. The timing data obtained from these analyses
are used to determine whether operator actions are successful.
Substantial simplifications and assumptions

are made in the SSES IPE for issues with significant

PP&L believes that the mathematical approximations are so poor for processes involving
containment failure, fission product release and transport, and radiological release consequence, that
inclusion of these issues in the analyses will give questionable results and obscure the real important
issues. Furthermore, to have more definitive predictions of the phenomenological events associated with
severe accident progressions PP&L uses quite a few of what PP&L believes to be 'realistic'ssumptions
(which in most cases are optimistic assumptions). One of the most important assumptions PP&L made
is the one regarding emergency procedures and operator actions. PP&L believes that, because the
analysis of functional failure sequences for the plant is comprehensive and the evaluation of the plant
transient response against the EOPs is thorough, the emergency procedures cover all credible plant
conditions, and no ambiguities, inadequacies, or improper actions are present in the EOPs. PP&L further
assumed that, because of PP&L's rigorous training processes and requirements, the probability of an
operator committing a procedural error (i.e., failure to follow a procedural step) is zero. This seems to
indicate that the SSES operator will always understand the plant conditions correctly (without ambiguities)
and take the correct actions. The only question then is whether the operator can execute the procedural
action in a timely'fashion. In this regards, PP&L assumes (or tries to achieve) an operator (execution)
uncertainties.

failure rate comparable to the expected unavailability rate of the equipment involved in the action. Using
the timing data provided by accident sequence transient analyses, PP&L believes that the above goal for
operator execution error can be achieved and is thus used as the basis for the SSES IPE.
Severe accident transient analyses, which are used'as the basis for the quantification of severe accident
progression in SSES IPE, involve many physical phenomena that have significant uncertainty. The
assumptions PP&L made (or selected to use) regarding the core melt process result in a very high core
recovery (vessel breach avoided aAer core melt has begun) rate. Using the progressive relocation model
in BWRSAR (instead of the core blockage model in MAAP) and assuming that the debris bed remains
eoolable until dryout, a core recovery rate of 99% is expected (as opposed to a 70% core recovery rate
using MAAP). PP&L also assumes a gradual release of core debris from the vessel after vessel breach.
The loading conditions associated with vessel breach that may cause an early containment failure are also
not considered in the SSES IPE. These include the loads associated with high pressure melt ejection
(e.g., DCH and rapid pressurization) and ex-vessel steam explosion. PP&L further assumed that the
corium is quenched and core concrete interaction prevented if a water pool is present and is continuously
resupplied when the debris pour commences +he reactor cavity and drywell floor can be flooded to the
top of the downcomer vents, 18 inches above drywell floor). An overlying water pool is also assumed
to prevent downcomer melt-through and drywell liner melt-through (The volume of the SSES reactor
cavity is not large enough to hold all the core debris. Core debris may spread outside the reactor cavity
and be in contact with the downcomer pipes and even the steel drywell liner).

In general, BWROG Emergency Procedure Guidelines Revision 4 (EPGA) are used as the basis for the
SSES IPE, although some of the procedures have not been implemented in the SSES (as of the IPE
submittal date). One procedure that belongs to this category is the one related to containment venting
(PP&L indicated it was still in the process of identifying the venting paths and performing the required
analysis.). In the accident transient analyses performed in SSES IPE a venting pressure of 15 psig (or
30 psia) is used for sequences involving containment venting. This is much smaller than the containment
design pressure of 53 psig for SSES. PP&L also assumed that containment venting, or containment
failure, before core damage begins will not result in the loss core injection (e.g., due to harsh reactor
building atmosphere condition) and subsequent core damage. The PP&L IPE also includes the effects
of procedures that are not part of the BWROG EPG-4. One such procedure is the addition of water to
the suppression pool (SP) as a means of slowing containment pressurization. This operator action,
according to SSES accident transient analyses, could extend the time allowable for other operator actions

to about twice the time without SP mass addition (e.g., the containment failure time is extended from 28
hours to 56 hours for high pressure vessel challenge sequences.).

The SSES IPE includes the effects of plant enhancements (in both plant systems and procedures).
use of a mobile diesel generator to provide an independent power supply for the 125 DC system
example. It also includes the effects of plant enhancements that have not been implemented.
inclusion of an alternate, independent power supply for the condensate transfer pumps is one

The
is an

The
such

Source terms were calculated in the SSES IPE using BWRSAR, TRAPMELT3, and CONTAIN 1.12.
The calculations were performed by Risk Management Associates (RMA) for PP&L. Because of the small
calculated core damage frequencies in the SSES IPE, only one sequence was identified in the SSES IPE
as meeting the NUREG-1335 screening criteria —an ATWS sequence with MSIU closure. This sequence,
and six additional sequences were selected in the SSES IPE for source term calculation.'Except for the
ATWS/MSIV sequence, the additional six sequences do not involve containment failure. The source terms
for these six sequences are therefore very small.

2.1.2 Multi-UnitEffects and As-Built, As-Operated Status
There are two units on site. An appendix (G) is dedicated to the treatment of the multiple unit issue.
There it is noted that dual unit initiators are rare (common cause does not seem to have been considered),
and there is a discussion of the shared and cross-tied equipment. It is stated that the most likely dual unit
core damage'initiator would originate from the list of shared equipment on site. This would result in a
dual unit SBO (station blackout). A dual unit SBO core damage frequency is calculated to be on the
order of 5.0E-12/cycle (a cycle is )5 months). A single unit SBO CDF is approximately 10 times more
frequent.

A sensitivity analysis is presented for core damage frequency in which the other unit is deleted from the
model. This seems to result in an increase in frequency of containment failure following core damage
but a decrease in the core damage frequency without containment failure, which is difficult to explain.

In the systems'section the systems that are shared or crosstied are sometimes but not always noted.
According to appendix G, the following systems are normally shared:
'offsite power circuits;
diesel generators;
emergency service water;
the spray pond;
certain MCCs;
ECCS keepfill from condensate transfer (prevents waterhammer).

The following equipment can be cross-tied:
RHRSW, per loop;
condensate transfer for vessel injection.

The following equipment is off-normal shared, i.e., can service both units simultaneously, but requires
operator action outside the control room:

instrument air;
service air;
control rod drive pumps;
fire main injection;
dc control power;
service water;
SBO diesel generator.Each

unit

of the 4 diesel generators (A, B, C, D) can supply power to either of the dedicated
1

or unit 2, whereas diesel generator E is

a manually actuated

ac buses from

swing diesel generator.

There is not much discussion about how the various multi-unit effects were modeled.

The following information sources were used to develop the IPE: technical specifications, emergency
operating procedures, SSES controlled drawings, licensee event reports, and maintenance data.
as it existed on January 1, 1990, as stated in the submittal.
However, the licensee has also included in the model many plant improvements in order to bring the plant
into compliance with its defense in depth strategy or its understanding of certain phenomena. While most
of the improvements have been implemented, a few have not (according to the submittal) and it is not
clear if they ever will be. These will have a substantial impact on the results, according to the licensee's
sensitivity analyses. For a few of the improvements it is not clear what the status of implementation is.
Therefore, the licensee has not really modeled the "as built as operated" plant.

The plant configuration was modeled

The data was collected from each unit's initial criticality (9/10/82 for Unit 1 and 5/8/84 for Unit 2) until
12/31/89. There is insufficient information in the submittal to determine if any walkdowns were
performed for any part of the analysis (except for the flooding analysis, where an affirmative statement
to that effect can be found in the submittal). While a statement is made that controlled drawings were
assumed to represent the as-built-as-operated plant, the "as-built-as-operated" status of the plant for the
IPE analysis should'be verified with additional information in the submittal.
There is no discussion that indicates the HRA analysis took into account any influences
the other.

of one unit on

The HRA analysis was based on the SSES EOPs that were in place on January 1, 1993. It is further
implied that the analysis was based using indications, displays and alarms as presented in the SSES
control room. Finally, the analysis was reviewed by SSES operations and training personnel to ensure
that the IPE represented SSES procedures, practices, and system interactions correctly. The submittal
does not state the comments produced by reviewers, but does indicate that all comments were considered
and dispositioned by the IPE team.
Generic Letter 88-20 requests that "the analysis reflect the actual design, operation, maintenance and
emergency operation of the plant." The SSES IPE takes credit of some plant and procedure enhancements
that have not been implemented at SSES at the time of the IPE. The inclusion of an alternate, independent

0

power supply for the condensate transfer pumps is one such example. The current status of these
enhancements is not known.

It is not clear

ifthe

licensee intends to maintain a "living PRA"

~

2.1.3 Licensee Participation and Peer Review
Licensee personnel were involved in all aspects of the analysis. In-plant expertise was already present
due to the previous SSES PRA study. It appears that virtually all of the Level 1 work was done by

PP&L.
The IPE was performed almost entirely by the PP&L IPE project team, drawn f'rom the Systems
Engineering Group; outside consultants were used for the source-term analyses and in areas "where
specialized expertise was required." It is inferred that the HRA task was performed exclusively by PP&L
staff.
The peer review was performed by other PP&L staff drawn from seven departments, including
Operations and Training. No outside PRA reviewers or review process are identified in the submittal.

An aspect of the review was incorporation of insights from the analysis into all aspects of plant
operations.

From the description provided in the IPE submittal it seems that the intent of Generic Letter 88-20 is
utility participation, review and incorporation of insights into plant operations.

satisfied, with regard to

2.2

Front End Technical Review

2.2.1 Accident Sequence Delineation and System Analysis
2.2.1.1 Initiating Events

'Re initiating events for SSES IPE were identified primarily based on the

1986 PRA, by reviewing the

plant operating experience and by reviewing the logic associated with failure of plant equipment. First,
the licensee divides the initiating events into 4 broad categories: transients with scram, LQCAs, transients
without scram (ATWS) and flooding initiators.

The internal initiators are:
Transients with scram:

non-isolation transients;
isolation transients;
loss of offsite power;
station blackout;
loss of RBCCW (reactor building component cooling water);
loss of TBCCW (turbine building component cooling water);
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loss
loss

of a 4.2 kV ac bus;
of a 125 V dc bus;

LOCAs (loss of coolant accidents):
small steam;
large steam;
small liquid;
medium liquid;
large liquid

ATWS or anticipated transient without scram (from):
isolation transients;
LOOP (loss of offsite power)/SBO;
special transients:
loss of 4160 V ac bus;
loss of 125 V dc bus;
loss

of TBCCW;

non-isolation transients;
LOCAs:
small steam breaks which fail HPCI (high pressure coolant injection;
small liquid breaks which fail SLC (standby liquid control);
medium liquid breaks which fail SLC and HPCI;
medium liquid breaks failing SLC, HPCI and 1/2 LPCI;
large steam breaks failing HPCI but ensure depress.

Flooding (in):

circulating water pumphouse;
engineered safeguards system water pumphouse;
turbine building (unit 1 and unit 2);
diesel generator buildings;
reactor building (unit 1 and unit 2);
control structure.

In the transients with scram category, the following events were considered, but excluded
initiating event category:

as a separate

Loss of the condensate systems is included in the frequency of non-isolation transient initiator. The only
important effect of the loss of the condensate system will be a loss of feedwater pumps, which will cause
a reactor trip on low reactor water level. The feedwater pumps may eventually be recovered. Omission
of this event as a separate category will result in a slight underprediction of the core damage frequency.
Loss of the CRD pumps is also included in the frequency of the non-isolation transient. This CRD loss
event will cause a manual scram. No additional equipment is affected by this event. Omission of this
event as a separate category will result in a slight underprediction of the core damage frequency.
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Loss of instrument air is included in the loss of TBCCW, as TBCCW is used to cool the air compressors.
The submittal states that there is a lot of redundancy in the instrument air system (with crossties to the
service air system and the other unit's instrument air and service air systems). Therefore the argument
is that the probability of a loss from independent failures is low. A loss of instrument air will cause
MSIV closure, and a consequent loss of the main condenser and the feedwater pumps. Omission of this
event as a separate category will result in an underprediction of the core damage frequency.

A loss of containment instrument gas will also cause

MSIV (main steam isolation valve) closure, and
As this system also supplies compressed nitrogen for the
an

is therefore included in the isolation transients.
safety relief valves (SRVs) (backed up by 1-stroke accumulators) and the testable check valves, omission
of this event as a separate category will result in an underprediction of the core damage frequency.

A loss of service water is included under LOOP,'s the consequences are no worse than LOOP and the
frequency is much less than LOOP. 'Re service water system, SW {as opposed to the emergency service
water system, ESW) cools several balance of plant loads. Its loss will result in MSIV closure, failure
of the reactor recirculation system and degradation of TBCCW.

HVAC failures do not lead to initiating events, according to the licensee's analyses.
In the LOCA analysis the licensee has considered only the piping failures which discharge into the
primary containment and are non-isolable and have a flow rate greater than 5 gpm. These criteria seem
somewhat restrictive. The licensee has provided a detailed listing of locations which were considered as
breaks in the LOCA analysis, what the effect of the breaks in those locations will be, what the calculated
frequency is for such breaks and how individual breaks are categorized with respect to the 5 LOCA types
in the list above. No inadvertent open relief valve (an important CDF contributor in some BWR PRAs)
or recirculation pump seal failure could be found in that list. The following are the LOCA definitions:
Small steam: Events which result in steam exiting the reactor vessel, but do not rapidly
depressurize the vessel, such that high pressure makeup systems can be used to prevent fuel
damage;

Large steam: Events which result in steam exiting the reactor vessel, which rapidly depressurize
the vessel (ADS is not required) such that only low pressure makeup systems can be used to
prevent fuel damage;

Small Liquid: Events which result in only liquid (or initially liquid, then steam) exiting the
reactor vessel but do not rapidly depressurize the vessel such that high pressure makeup systems
can be used to prevent fuel damage;

Medium liquid:

Events which result in only liquid exiting the reactor vessel and which
depressurize the vessel such that high pressure makeup systems cannot be used alone to prevent
fuel damage. High pressure makeup system steam turbines and/or the ADS need to be used,
however to help in depressurization and prevent fuel damage. However, the use of the ADS or
the high pressure makeup systems is not required to prevent vessel failure;

Large liquid: Events which result in initially liquid then steam (after the break uncovers) exiting
the reactor vessel and which rapidly depressurize the vessel (ADS is not required) such that only
low pressure makeup systems can be used to prevent fuel damage.

Recirculation piping breaks are in the medium'liquid LOCA category, whereas the feedwater piping
breaks are in the large liquid LOCA category.
The reactor vessel breach is excluded from the analysis (no initiating event frequency given) due to lack
of data and no possibility of mitigation, according to the submittal.
There is not much discussion about interfacing system LOCAs (ISLOCAs). Such an event may violate
the PP&L's defense in depth criteria (containment failure cannot occur after core damage or vessel failure
without an additional independent failure). Therefore, plant changes may have been implemented to
reduce a contribution f'rom such an initiator.

The submittal states that stroke testing of isolation valves is prohibited at power, as recommended by a
study of interfacing systems LOCAs at BWRs (NUREG/CR-5124). According to that study, prohibiting
pressurized valve testing in a certain system resulted in the ISLOCA CDF shrinking by more than two
orders of magnitude (to 3.2E-8/yr) in that system at Nine Mile Point 2, a similar plant to the SSES.
However, since there are about 8 such interfacing systems at the SSES, the cumulative ISLOCA CDF
(core damage frequency) could exceed a few times 10'/yr, a significant number for an early release, and
much bigger than CDF contributions from any of the other initiators in the submittal.

The submittal goes on to say that, but for two exceptions, the valves are not tested with the reactor
pressurized. For valves needing overhaul, the SSES does pre and post maintenance tests.
There are only two systems where tests are done with the reactor pressurized (shutdown cooling suction
and reactor vessel head sprays, both part of the RHR system). The submittal states that these are treated
in the flooding section, with a CDF on the order of 1.E-8/cy (a cycle is 15 months). However, no such
discussion could be found in the flooding section. There are flooding scenarios in the reactor building
which involve breaching of the suppression pool and flooding of the RHR components, with a generic
flooding frequency of 1.E-4/cy used. No interfacing LOCA scenarios, originating within these two
systems, and due to valve testing/failure, with a fault tree discussion of frequencies could be found. It
is also bothersome that these two scenarios, which should have a higher frequency of CDF (because the
valves are tested at power) actually have a lower CDF than what would be expected for systems not tested
at power.
t

In the ATWS category, individual initiating events are considered as per the list above. Within the
LOCA subcategory, all steam or liquid breaks within the HPCI capacity, but which do not fail HPCI or
SLC were placed together with the isolation transient initiator, for the purposes of the ATWS analysis.

In the flooding initiating events, only three scenarios survived the screening. Apparently interfacing
LOCAs are not considered here either. It does not seem that the steamline breaks outside the primary
containment were systematically considered as part of the flooding analysis.
1

'Ihe initiating event list and grouping seem's to be relatively complete (with the caveats noted above) and
comparable to events considered in other PRAs. The main concern is that the licensee has limited 'the
LOCA analysis (including ISLOCA) to a subset of what is usually considered. However, LOCAs are
'enerally not CDF drivers in BWRs. Also, there are some questions regarding the licensee's HVAC
analysis, as noted in the Systems Analysis Section (2.2.1.3).
Initiator frequencies are discussed in Section 2.2.2.6 below.
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2.2.1.2 Event Trees

The IPE developed 7 event trees to model the plant responses to initiating events: one transient event tree,
5 LOCA event trees (one for each LOCA category described above) and one ATWS event tree. Each
event tree consists of several sub-event trees, to describe core damage, vessel breach and containment
failure combinations.

The event trees are functional. The mission time used in the core damage analysis is not explicitly
specified in the submittal, however a mission time of 72 hours is implied in several plant specific
calculations. Such a relatively long mission time should be contrasted with the extremely low core
damage frequency results.

The event tree end states are divided into several possible plant damage states, encompassing all possible
combinations of the set of three logic variables representing core status, vessel status or containment
status. The variable core status can assume values "no damage", "core damage" and "mechanical clad
damage due to limit cycle oscillations (LCO-CD)". Vessel status is either "OK" or "vessel breach".
Containment status may be "OK", "vented", "containment overpressure failure (COPF)", "containment
overtemperature failure (COTF)", or "containment isolation failure (CIF)". Some combinations are
prohibited, i.e., vessel breach cannot occur if there is no core damage (but COPF can); COTF cannot
occur without vessel failure, etc,

The analysts used the peak clad temperature of 1800'F as the definition of core damage. Note that in
some. situations the reactor vessel water level can be as low as 1/3 of the core without core damage. In
a full ATWS it is calculated that severe power oscillations will occur if the reactor is depressurized below
500 psig, which will result in a LCO-CD condition, i.e., mechanical failure of the cladding. Partial
ATWS is also considered, i.e., only half the rods in a mechanical ATWS fail to insert, due to scram
discharge volume unavailability.
The success criteria appear reasonable.
In an ATWS, the operators are not instructed to lower the water level to top of active fuel g AF) as in
some BWRs (in order to limit the power production), but they would try to keep the level below the
feedwater spargers. If the level falls below TAF, the operators have to depressurize, thus incurring
limited fuel damage.

It

is also assumed in ATWS that the condensate system for vessel makeup can be used in certain
The assumption is made that a plant improvement is in place, whereby the operators can use
individual SRVs in isolation transients, thereby allowing finer depressurization control. The reactor needs
to be depressurized to below 600 psig to use the condensate pumps, but above 500 psig to avoid severe
power oscillations. Without the improvement in place, in isolation transients control of individual SRVs
is not possible, apparently because of loss of compressed gas support from outside the containment.
scenarios.

Another assumption is made that the operators will always be able to successfully prevent MSIV closure
(in non-isolation transients), loss of condensate injection and loss of CIG (containment instrument gas)
on high drywell pressure by resetting the generator lockout or relying on a yet unimplemented
improvement for altering the high containment pressure LOCA signal logic,

It should

be noted that employment

of the

condensate system in an isolation transient.ATWS (with MSIVs
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closed) implicitly assumes successful use of the condensate transfer system for long term resupply of the
condenser hotwell inventory from the CSTs (condensate storage tanks) and the refueling water storage

tank.

Employment of the RWCU (reactor water cleanup system) is not allowed in the ATWS model, due to
concerns about dilution of the SLC water. Core spray operation during ATWS is also not allowed in the
model, due to uncertainty about the effect of the core spray on the critical core.
There is no feedback between containment failure and core damage in this IPE, for any type of initiator.
Such a feedback would be expected in a BWR. In case of primary, containment failure (e.g., COPF)
about 1.5 million pounds of steam would be released into the reactor building. The steam may be
dispersed throughout the reactor building, thus causing the 4 kV switchgear to fail and causing an
irrecoverable station blackout. The licensee states that this can be circumvented by aligning the mobile
diesel generator to the MCCs which power the battery chargers (thus enabling opening of the SRVs after
battery depletion) and aligning the diesel driven fire pumps to the RHR-RHRSW system. The valve
arrangement for the latter action needs to be accomplished prior to COPF as the valves are situated in
the reactor building. There is not much discussion about timing, stress, etc., i.e., the licensee assumes
the operator will always accomplish these actions. Also, there is no discussion about how COPF may
affect injection piping, or any other type of failure of core injection systems. Neglecting the effect of
containment failure on core damage is an optimistic assumption.

The event trees do not show procedure driven operator actions. For example, the ATWS event tree does
not show the operator action to inhibit ADS (automatic depressurization). The licensee assumes such
actions are always successful.
Some assumptions based on the licensee's calculations are incorporated into the event trees. For example,
the licensee's calculations show that the suppression pool level may be increased to extend time to HCTL
(suppression pool heat capacity temperature limit) while still maintaining SRV tail pipe integrity. This
differs from the BWROG EPGs. There is no discussion about timing, etc. of such an action and whether
the action is part of the procedures. The licensee does note that the HCTL of 208'F is probably
conservative, because the plant is equipped with "T" quenchers.

The discussion of individual scenarios is very detailed and thorough. For instance, in the ATWS section,
the licensee explains the MRI (manual rod insertion) very completely, explaining the timing constraints
and the need to bypass the rod sequence control system (RSCS) and the rod worth minimizer. However,
there is no discussion on whether a limited fuel damage would result from defeating these interlocks, and
no such outcome is shown in the event tree.
Certain improvements regarding bypass switches are assumed to be in place, even though they are not
(and the operators are assumed to always perform such operations correctly). In an ATWS, the operators
have to prevent both the HPCI suction transfer on high pool level and the high pressure trip on high
containment pressure. As these actions take too long to do in the relay rooms, the licensee assumes
existence of bypass switches in the control room and/or higher trip/transfer setpoints. Also in ATWS
conditions, and upon failure of the HPCI and condensate systems, the operators have to gain immediate
control of the LPCI flow to avoid a severe power excursion on full LPCI flow. The analysis assumes
existence of an override switch which would allow such immediate control (currently control is possible
only after a time delay). This modification was still under review at the time of the submittal.
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In a large LOCA, existence of a bypass for a low pressure permissive (for "initiation of LPCI and core
would
spray) is desirable and is assumed in the analysis. This is because failure of such a permissive
Currently,
only
failure
likely.
vessel
and
melt
core
and
a
systems
result in failure of these low pressure
installed.
been
has
the bypass switch for the core spray permissive

There is a discussion about the keepfill function of the condensate transfer system. This system is used,
among other things, to keep the ECCS piping full of water to prevent a water hammer. However, during
a station blackout this system is unavailable. A modification is under consideration to make this system
ac independent. However, the,,waterhammer effect is not modeled in the meantime and it is dismissed
with a statement that it is probably not important.
Repair activities are credited, including offsite power recovery, diesel generator repair, pump and valve
repair. Even in the derivation of some initiating events (e.g., TBCCW loss), pump and valve repair are
credited, after a time delay, without any discussion to justify such treatment. The mean time to repair
(MTTR) of a pump is assumed to be about 22 hours, that of a valve about 5 hours. This is based on
industry data, without allowance for accident conditions.

The diesel generator repair is much faster than predicted in NUREG-1032. For example, at'8 hours, the
NUREG-1032 non-recovery probability is 0.5, whereas the IPE gives a value of only 0.18. The SSES
seems to recover about half the diesel generator failures in about 2.5 hours.
Repair

of equipment (except for offsite power recovery)

is not usually credited in PRAs.

The offsite power recovery is low compared to NSAC-147 data by about a factor of two. There is no
discussion of any convolution model.
Another assumption by the licensee is that the consequential loss of offsite power has a probability of only
1.E-3. This is a LOOP which occurs after an initiator due to switching failures, or because of grid
instabilities caused by taking such a large quantity of electric power oNine. There should be a discussion
of the basis for this number (which could significantly affect some results), but none is provided.

There is not much discussion about the modeling of multi-unit effects.

In conclusion, there are questions regarding lack of treatment of containment feedback on core damage,
some plant specific calculations which are contrary to the BWROG EPGs, treatment of operator actions,
treatment of equipment repair, and treatment of multi-unit effects.
2.2.1.3 Systems Analysis

A total of 31 systems/functions are described in the Submittal. Included are descriptions of the following
systems: reactor protection system, scram discharge volume, alternate rod insertion, standby liquid
control, control rod drive, high pressure coolant injection, reactor core isolation cooling, feedwater,
condensate, core spray, condensate transfer, fire protection, safety relief valves, reactor water clean-up,
main condenser, containment vent, residual heat removal, residual heat removal service water, emergency
service water, spray pond, turbine building closed cooling water, reactor building closed cooling water,
service water, instrument air, containment instrument gas, offsite power, onsite ac power, diesel
generators, dc power, primary containment isolation system and reactor vessel instrumentation.
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Each system section includes a discussion of the system description, support systems, additional analyses
performed, and availability assessment (including a breakdown into system blocks, a discussion of data,
common cause couples and Boolean expressions used).

Also included for many systems are simpliTied schematics that show major equipment items and important
flow and configuration information.

'IIiere is not much discussion about shared or cross~nnected systems, or how they were modeled. Such
information is only haphazardly brought up, and then without a detailed explanation as to how such
configuration would be effected and how it would work. However, a separate section, in a different part
of the report, does include a summary information as to which systems are shared or cross-connected.
but is discussed as part of each
system's support (if needed) and there is a separate analytical section which explains the calculations done
for HVAC. For most systems which have room cooling, the conclusion in the submittal is that HVAC
(usually cooled by emergency service water) is not required within the mission time, based on
calculations. For the rest of the HVAC supported systems, an argument is made that the operators would
be alerted and simple procedures instruct them to open doors, etc.

HVAC or room cooling (or heating) is not included

as a separate system,

Some HVAC calculations are presented in a separate part of the submittal, for rooms in which previous
calculations have shown that equipment qualification temperatures would be exceeded (mostly containing
electrical switchgear equipment). The calculations in those rooms are performed to show the effect of
elevated temperature. The Arrhenius equation is used to show that the MTBF (mean time between
failure) of electrical equipment at an elevated temperature is still much greater than the (presumed)
mission time of 72 hours. The Arrhenius equation shows how existing reaction rate (of, presumably,
generating defects) increases exponentially with temperature.
However, there may be equipment which
experiences new failure modes at elevated temperature (for instance, melting), or failure modes which
do not depend solely on such reaction rates (e.g., from overcurrent spikes).

For other compartments where the equipment qualification temperature is not estimated to be exceeded,
the licensee refers to plant specific calculations, which show these results.

A brief discussion of selected important plant systems follows:
The SLC (standby liquid control) system consists of a tank of a neutron poison solution, two pumps, two
squib (explosive) valves and associated piping, control and instrumentation. It seems the licensee used
the criterion of one pump (42 gpm per pump) for successful mitigation of ATWS. Omission of common
cause modeling for this system can have a significant effect in ATWS sequences, depending on the
success criteria. There is no discussion about any aging effects on the squib valve reliability.

'Ice CRD system can supply 180-340 gpm, depending on the pressure. Apparently, both CRD pumps
are needed for high pressure makeup. Initially, the flow rate from both pumps will not be sufficient to
keep up with the decay heat level (the reactor vessel level will drop to 2/3 of the core height), but it will
buy sufficient time such that eventually the level will be recovered and the CRD flow rate will match or
exceed the decay heat level. The CRD pumps take suction from the CST, and can be cross-connected
from the other unit. Support systems needed are the TBCCW, ac, dc and instrument air for valve
manipulation (valves close on loss of air).
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1157 psig.
The HPCI system can supply up to 5,000 gpm for a range of pressures between 150 psig and
on high
that
means
This
trip.
140'F
order
to
prevent
in
pump
The water temperature must be less than
CST.
the
Support
to
suction
HPCI
the
suppression pool temperature, the operator must manually transfer
needed based on
systems needed are 125 and 250 V dc power. HVAC (and its support ESW) are not
shown in
room heatup calculations and operator actions (e.g., opening doors). The Boolean expression
of
the submittal appears to be wrong, as it ANDs two valve blocks, instead of o-ring them (a failure
either one of the valves to open will fail the system).

The RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) system is also turbine driven (like HPCI). It can take suction
from either unit's CST or from the common refueling water storage tank (RWST). It has the same
support dependencies as the HPCI system.
The condensate system is an intermediate pressure system (600 psig operating pressure) and is credited
for use as a core makeup system. It contains 4 pumps and takes suction from the condenser hotwell.
The hotwell contains 100,000 gal of water, which is adequate inventory to prevent vessel failure in any
event, according to the submittal. Besides ac and dc power, this system depends on TBCCW cooling for
pumps and instrument air for valve control.

The core spray is a low pressure system, consisting of 4 motor driven pumps. It can take suction from
either the suppression pool or the CST. Like some other ECCS (emergency core cooling) systems, it
needs the condensate transfer system to pressurize the piping with water to avoid a waterhammer event
when starting. However, this does not seem to have been modeled, with the licensee stating it is not
really needed. No HVAC is needed for this systein, either. It does need ac and dc power.
The condensate transfer system can be used for the ECCS keepfill function, as well as for low pressure
injection. The analysis assumes that the suggested improvement of providing power to this system via
a dedicated backup diesel generator has been implemented. This would mean that this system would be
available in station blackout scenarios.

The fire protection system depends on two diesel driven pumps. One pump can take suction from a Unit
The other pump takes suction from
1 or Unit 2 cooling tower water basin or the clarified water tank.
a dedicated 500,000 gal water storage tank.
The SRVs are used for pressure relief and automatic or manual depressurization. Only 6 of the 16 SRVs
are equipped with solenoid valves for the ADS function. The ADS valves depend on the containment
instrument gas (CIG) and dc power. It is stated in the submittal that the CIG is backed up by two trains
of nitrogen bottles. Apparently each valve also has its own accumulator as well, good for one opening
against the nominal drywell pressure.
The RHR system contains 4 pumps and can be employed in a variety of modes: LPCI, suppression pool
cooling, shutdown cooling, drywell and wetwell sprays, reactor vessel head spray and spent fuel pool
cooling. It depends on ESW for pump cooling (HVAC is not needed per calculations), RHRSW, ac and
dc power. The RHRSW takes suction and rejects heat to the spray pond.

The RWCU (reactor water clean up) system can be used to remove decay heat in the blowdown mode
to the condenser or to the radwaste system, and is credited as such in the, analysis. It has two pumps and
several heat exchangers and it depends on ac, dc, instrument air, RBCCW, and the condensate or liquid
radwaste system for water return.
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The main condenser can accept up to 25%
numerous dependencies.

of the

design steam flow via the turbine bypass path.

It has

The RHRSW has 4 pumps and can be cross-connected to the other unit. It has return piping common
with the ESW system (to the spray pond) and depends on ac and dc power.
The ESW system also has 4 pumps and is shared with the other unit (one pump is sufficient for loads on
one unit). Room cooling is needed as the pump motors are air cooled, and they are also dependent on
ac and dc power.

The TBCCW and RBCCW both have 2 pumps each and both depend on SW/ESW and ac power, with
RBCCW also depending on instrument air.

The instrument air has two compressors with cross-ties possible to the service air and also to the other
unit. It depends on TBCCW and ac power. The containment instrument gas system (provides motive
power for the ADS SRVs) depends on RBCCW and ac and dc power. However, the power dependence
is effectively canceled by the presence of two banks of nitrogen bottles for backup in case of a station
blackout.

The ac and dc power systems have 4 emergency buses each, and there are many cross-connection
possibilities between the units. The 4 regular diesel generators are shared between the units, with the 5th
one being able to be switched on manually and tied to the appropriate bus. The diesel generators depend
on service water, as well as dc power and starting air. The dc power system also has a 250 V
component, in addition to the 125 V one.
Conflicting information is given about battery endurance in an SBO in different parts of the report, and
it is not clear which number was used in the model. Some sections indicate that a 6 hour battery life was
used, whereas other sections rely on calculated battery life of between 6.0 hours and 12.8 hours for the
125 V batteries, depending on the channel and the unit, and between 7.7 and 14.0 hours for the 250 V
batteries. These calculations assume no aging of the batteries, which were replaced circa 1988.

Most of the systems sections specifically state that no common cause failure couple was evident or
considered in the model. Some data for the component blocks used in the logic expressions for system
unavailabilities leads to questions about the data gathering process (it may be too low or does not make
sense when compared to other component block data). There may be dependencies among frontline
systems which may not have been captured by the functional fault trees.
Section 1.2

of this TER provides

a

description

of important plant

features

In the functional fault trees it is noted operator actions are generally not modeled, i.e., success is assumed
(or a failure probability of the operator is assumed lower than that of relevant equipment).

In conclusion, there are questions about HVAC treatment
omission

of operator

actions and treatment

of dependencies.
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and some fault tree questions regarding

0

2.2.1.4 System Dependencies

The IPE considered the following types of dependencies: isolation, motive power, direct equipment
cooling, areas requiring HVAC, operator actions and environmental effects. It seems that the licensee
treated most support system dependencies. There are questions about treatment of dependencies related
to shared component, operator actions, instrumentation and control, and environmental effects, including

HVAC.

2.2.2 Quantitative Process
2.2.2.1 QuantiTication of Accident Sequence Frequencies

The IPE used the support system model approach with functional fault trees with low level Boolean
This approach is
expansion and defense in depth arguments to quantify core damage sequences.
The
Commission).
(Nuclear
Regulatory
somewhat similar to the IDCOR approach critiqued by the NRC
documentation
NRC proposed several enhancements to make this approach acceptable for IPE use. The
in the IPE is insufficient to determine if all the NRC's concerns with IDCOR methodology have been
incorporated, specifically with respect to aspects of dependency modeling and plant specific modeling in
the fault trees. The event trees were functional. Computer code, PRAC, was used for quantification.
As an in-house code, it has not been independently verified that it properly models and evaluates all
aspects of quantification of plant damage states. Some underlying equations presented in the submittal
contain improper mixing of units. Apparently some multi-unit effects could not be modeled due to
limitations in PRAC, according to the submittal (e.g., flooding scenarios).
The results of this'quantification presented in the submittal are the plant damage states'requencies, rather
than individual cutsets and sequence frequencies. This is apparently due to the very low frequencies of
plant damage states which fall below the NUREG-1335 screening criteria. The plant damage states are
defined in terms of the status vector for the core, the vessel and the containment.
There is no presentation of any truncation limits used in the quantification process, other than a statement
that the many support states were collapsed into fewer states for ease of computation. In the results
section, some plant damage states have extremely low frequencies (e.g., 2.4E-27/cy for a large liquid
LOCA with core damage, vessel failure and containment overpressure failure). Such results raise
questions about the treatment of dependencies and/or the quantification process.

2.2.2.2 Point Estimates and Uncertainty/Sensitivity Analyses

Mean values were used for the point estimate initiator frequencies and all other basic events. The
exception is when zero failures were experienced in the plant specific data and the component was
assumed not to be part of the industry population of such components. Then the median of an artificial
log normal distribution was used. The CDF calculated is about 1.2E-7/cy. A cycle is 15 months at the
SSES. No uncertainty analysis was performed. No importance measures are given, except for initiator
contributions.
Several sensitivity studies were also performed. In one study, the other unit was deleted from the model.
This resulted in shiNng the plant damage state frequency from the core damage bin into the containment
failure bin, an unexplained result.
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Other sensitivity studies explored the effect of plant improvements, some of which had not been effected
yet. The effect on the core damage frequency was significant (up to an order of magnitude increase),
which means that part of the reason for the low CDF values is due to the assumption of plant
improvements in place. With all the key improvements taken out, the core damage frequency rises to

3.2EW/cy.
Several sensitivity analyses were performed for ATWS, the most dominant CDF contributor at the plant.
The most important sensitivity (no credit for condensate injection at 600 psig) raises the ATWS CDF by
almost two orders of magnitude (to 3.1'/cy). The basis for the sensitivity is that. not enough is known
about the fine control of the SRVs to maintain that pressure in a narrow band, or the effect of the cold
condensate water on the reactor pressure. Dropping the pressure to below 500 psig in a full ATWS
causes severe power oscillations which are postulated to result in mechanical clad damage.

2.2.2.3 Use of Plant Specific Data

The data was collected from each unit's initial criticality (9/10/82 for Unit
12/31/89.

1

and 5/8/84

for Unit 2) until

Demand and time related failure data were collected, as well as equipment outage data. The sources of
plant specific failure data and maintenance/testing unavailability data were: plant maintenance data, plant
history computer data, testing schedules, LCO logs, equipment status file database, work authorizations.

For components for which plant data existed (i.e., one or more failures), that data was used directly.
For components for which no plant specific data existed, generic data were used, unless a statistical test

'f

showed that the plant data do not conform to the generic population.
that was the case, an
approximation was used, in which the upper and lower bounds of a lognormal distribution were
represented by a hypothetical failure in the next time interval/demand and 1/3 failures in the existing n
intervals/demands. The median of such a lognormal distribution was then used for the point estimate of
the data.

In most cases this process led to data which is comparable to generic data. However, there are important
exceptions which are noted below. Note that it is sometimes difficult to verify the data actually used,
because in the systems section the components are arranged in blocks (which may contam several
components, e.g., a pump, two valves and a turbine), and the failure data is given for such blocks. The
generic data, which was used for a large fraction of the components is shown on a per component basis
in a table in a different part of the report.

The following are the data which are at odds with the expected or generic data (as compared to
NUREG/CR-4550 data unless otherwise noted):
The HPCI system block containing the HPCI pump, the turbine and some valves is shown to have a
failure to run (FTR) of 3.6E-S/hr, whereas the NUREG/CRQ550 data for the turbine driven pump alone
is much higher, S.E-3/hr. A similar situation exists for the RCIC pump block with a FTR of'3.8E-S/hr.
The diesel driven fire pump block FTR is extremely low, 2.7E-7/hr, vs. the reference value (in the
licensee's generic data base) of 8.E-4/hr. The failure to start rate is somewhat low, 6.E-3/demand vs.
3.E-2/d. The core spray pump FTS (failure to start) rate is similarly low by a factor of 5. The squib
valve (in the SLC system) failure to fire on demand is somewhat low, 1.E-3 vs. 3.E-3 in NUREG/CR4550. For the ADS, the failure of the SRVs to open that was used seems to be on the order of 1.E-5/d,
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whereas the NUREG/CR-4550 value is 1.E-2/d. The unavailability of the SBO diesel generator (for
battery charging) of 0.01 seems low by a factor of 5-10. The consequential LOOP probability of 1.E-3
following an initiating event (8.0E-5 following a manual shutdown) is not explained and seems low.
Some failure modes are omitted, e.g., EDG (emergency diesel generator) FTR is "included" with FTS
failure, and ESW FTS is not considered. This may lead to a downward bias in the failure data for these
components. For example, EDG plant specific data are based on tests, which are of limited duration
(apparently 1 hour). When the demand and run failure data are lumped together, and then spread over
a much longer mission time than the time the tests were run, actual number of failures during that mission
time will result. These are important systems, and the impact on the CDF could be significant.

In addition, peculiarities in some block data have been found. Blocks with seemingly totally different
mix of components have exactly the same failure rate. For example, in the HPCI system, block D
contains the pump, the turbine, several types of valves, the governor, the governor flow controller and
dc power supply components. It has the same FTS (1.4E-2) and the same FTR (3.6E-S/hr) as blocks C,
F, G, H which mostly contain just various combinations of valves. For example, block C, contains only
the turbine steam supply valve (which needs to open), plus two normally open isolation valves. A similar
condition is found in some other systems.
In conclusion, some important system data seem to be significantly lower than the generic data, some
failure data modes are omitted and there are questions about totally different blocks having the same
failure data.
2.2.2.4 Use of Generic Data

It is not clear which

data base the licensee used for the generic data, but one of the references in the data
section is NUREG/CR-2815, an NRC suggested data base for BWR IDCOR implementation. The generic
data used seem reasonable and comparable to NUREG/CR4550 data.

2.2.2.5 Common-Cause Quantification
a vast majority of SSES systems do not experience common cause
coupling. This is based on arguments regarding root causes of common cause failure (e.g., design errors,
maintenance errors, wearout, etc.), some of which the licensee believes can be controlled, whereas the
others, like design errors, have been diminished as they are discovered and fixed on an industry wide
basis. 'Ibis is backed up by data analysis of failures in specific systems, which the licensee states show
no common cause failures in most such systems.

The licensee's analysis states that

While it is true that common cause failures from known causes can be eliminated or reduced by a strong
program of mitigating such root causes, it is also true that we one can never be sure that all the root
causes of common cause failure of certain equipment have been found. This lack of knowledge will
manifest itself in future common cause failures, even with a strong program to eliminate the root causes
of known common cause failure mechanisms. In addition, even for known mechanisms, one can never
be sure to always defeat them perfectly, which is one reason for conducting a PRA.
There are two points to be made about the data analysis in search of common cause failures. The first
one is that for components which experience very few failures in the plant specific experience, it will be
usually very hard to find any evidence of common cause within that plant specific data. The reason is that
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the common cause failures are usually only a small fraction of independent failures. Therefore, for a
handful of independent failures experienced, one would probably not find any evidence of common cause.
That does not mean that common cause failure does not exist, and it should be included in the PRA
model, using generic data and appropriate rules for tailoring that data to the equipment at hand.
Even if.a system experiences a relatively high number of failures, lack of existence of common cause in
the plant specific data may not mean that a certain common cause factor is incompatible with not finding
any common cause failures in a particular data set. This is because the expected number of common
cause failures would be very few, and zero failures may not be statistically incompatible with that small
expected number of failures.

The second point is, one has to be very careful about interpreting the plant data and looking for evidence
of common cause failures in such data. Looking for evidence of common cause in failures closely spaced
in time (which the licensee has apparently done in the case of the diesel generators) is not sufficient.
Common cause failures do not have to be relatively simultaneous. For a variety of reasons they may
show up later in another component.
Another argument that the licensee makes is that even if a common cause failure occurs, the operator will
be able to compensate for it during an accident. If such is the case, then this should be modeled, i.e.,
the common cause failure, and then the procedure based operator action during an accident sequence.
Another argument which is made to explain the lack of common cause modeling is that in certain systems
(e.g., RHR) the dominant failure combination in some BWR PRAs is an independent failure of one train
in conjunction with maintenance on another train. However, this IPE takes credit for improved
maintenance procedures and reduced outage times (as evidenced by data) which would diminish
importance of such combinations and increase the relative importance of common cause failures.

In case of the core spray (CS) system, the licensee states that with a plant improvement of low pressure
bypass installation in the control room, the most likely cause of CCF has been removed, thus no CCF
is modeled. However, if the control system was the most likely cause of failure of the CS system before,
and that has been fixed, then it becomes even more important to model the CCF of the pumps.
As the SSES has high redundancy in certain important systems (LPCI, RHR/RHRSW, core sprays, ESW,
diesel generators, etc.) it becomes even more important to properly model common cause failures which
would defeat that redundancy. Such high redundancy would lead to very small accident sequence
frequencies, which may help explain the small CDF values in the SSES IPE submittal.

The IPE models common cause failures only in the following systems, using th'e P approach: fire pumps
of 0.5), TBCCW of 0.16), and scram discharge volume of 0.01). These
(P of 0.067), SRVs
P values seem reasonable.

g

g

g

In other PRAs, the following types of components usually have common cause failures: all kinds of
pumps, all kinds of valves, diesel generators, batteries, air compressors, circuit breakers, electrical
switchgear, inverters, fans, sensors, transmitters, switches, relays. In addition, BWR studies usually
consider common cause coupling between the HPCI and the RCIC pumps.
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In some past BWR PRA studies, the following systems'ommon cause failures were important: reactor
protection system, dc power and all reactor vessel injection systems. Most of these were not modeled
in the SSES IPE.

In conclusion, the IPE did not model most common cause failures, which may have a significant impact
on the results.
2.2.2.6 Initiating Event Frequency (}uantification

The initiating event frequencies used in the IPE are presented in Table 2, and the method used in
calculation of the frequency is noted there as well.
Most initiating event frequencies appear reasonable. SBO, which is a derived event, shows a very low
frequency, due to the assumed lack of common cause coupling among the 4 emergency diesel generators
(and among the 4 ESW pumps). The large liquid LOCA frequency seems somewhat low.

For initiating event frequencies which were derived by calculation of simplified fault trees, there are
questions about whether all lure modes were considered. For example, in derivation of the frequencies
of loss of the 4160 V ac bus and the 125 V dc bus, no breaker failure is shown. No derivation is shown
for the loss of RBCCW and loss of TBCCW, instead a reference is made to an internal plant document.
For a loss of TBCCW, repair actions are credited in the derivation of the initiating event frequency,
without providing a basis for such treatment.
The LOCA treatment uses a computer code, PRAISE, to calculate pipe breaks from structural mechanics
principles. Several assumptions are noted:
IGSCC (intergranular stress corrosion cracking) is not considered a contributor at the SSES, apparently
because the piping is made of carbon steel.
No vibration stresses were included in the analysis.
Waterhammer effects are not modeled. Thermal fatigue and corrosion (by Og/erosion have been
apparently accounted for in the calculation.

'Ihe ATWS analysis combines the initiating event frequencies developed earlier with a reasonable scram
failure probability of 5.4E-S/demand. A reasonable partitioning of 2/3 due to electrical problems and

I/3 due to mechanical problems

is assumed.

In conclusion, the initiating event frequencies seem to be reasonable, with some questions about the losses
of the support systems, which may be a bit low.
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Table 2 Susquehanna Initiating Event Frequencies

Initiator

Method~

Non-isolation transient

2.

Isolation transient

0.35

Loss

of offsite power

1

and2

0.071

Loss

of RBCCW

3.8E-3

Loss

of TBCCW

0.03

Loss

of 4160 V ac

Loss

of a

125

bus

5.3E-3

V dc bus

2.6E-3

(SBO)

*Method

Frequency(/cy)

1+2+3

(1.64E-7)

Small Steam LOCA

5.3E-3

Large steam LOCA

9.8E-5

Small liquid LOCA

5.3E-3

Medium liquid LOCA

1.0E-4

Large liquid LOCA

2.0E-6

of calculating initiating event

1.

2.
3.
4.

frequencies:
plant specific data
generic/industry data
system fault tree analysis
computer code calculations

2.2.3 Interface Issues
2.2.3.1 Front-End and Back-End Interfaces

The licensee's model does not have a feedback effect of containment failure causing core damage.
reasoning is not fully explained and is discussed in the event tree section 2.2.1.2.

The

Section 2.4 provides more information on Level 2 considerations.

2.2.3.2 Human Factors Interfaces

The lack of modeling of operator actions is discussed in sections 2.2.1.2 and 2.2.1.3 and is a concern.
In addition, it is not clear if all credited actions are procedure based and if certain procedure
improvements have been implemented (for example the procedure to increase the suppression pool level,

I

which differs from the BWROG guidance).
to multi-unit effect modeling.

There is a lack

of discussion of operator

actions with respect

Section 2.3 provides more information on HRA considerations.

2.2.4 Internal Flooding
2.2.4.1 Internal Rooding Methodology

The methodology used to perform the flooding analysis consisted of three major steps:
1)

Identification of potential floods and areas affected (flood zones),

2)

Identification and initial screening of flooding scenarios, and

3)

Quantification of important flooding scenarios.

The development of flooding scenarios was supported by plant walkdowns.

It

is not clear how the fiood zones were defined. It seems the licensee's used compartments with
normally closed doors or large open areas as definition of a flood zone. The screening of the flood
scenarios is done on the criterion that the potential flood must cause a relatively immediate plant trip
(either automatic or manual) and disable multiple safety equipment at the same time.

Doors are assumed to leak, but will not cause immediate equipment failure. No leakage will occur to
lower elevations through room penetrations; lower elevations will be affected only through "direct
communication", i.e., floor grating or open equipment hatches. Credit is given to flood isolation, but
details are not discussed. Spray damage of equipment seems to have been considered, but details are not
discussed. There is no discussion of plugging of the drains, back-propagation through the drains or
maintenance induced floods. There is no discussion of high energy pipe breaks. Flooding and spraying
by actuation of, or breaks in, the fire protection system are considered. There is no discussion of the
treatment of operator actions, alarms, procedures, etc.

In this IPE analysis, several potential flooding areas were identified: the reactor building (Unit 1 and 2),
the turbine building (Unit 1 and 2), the circulating water pumphouse, the engineered safeguards system
water pumphouse, the diesel generator buildings and the control structure.

The licensee does not derive a plant specific flooding frequency for each scenario. Rather, a generic
flooding frequency of 1.E-4/cy per event is arbitrarily assigned. For a loss of offsite power following
a flooding initiating event (a consequential LOOP), the probability of 1.0E-3 for automatic trips and S.OE5 for manual trips is used, as quoted earlier. It is possible that a flooding initiator would increase those
probabilities relative to an internal initiator due to additional equipment failures, added stress on the
operators, etc. However, there is no discussion of such issues.

In conclusion, most of the flooding specific analysis appears reasonable, but with questions on inadequate
discussion of some aspects of it, some optimistic assumptions and use of an unexplained generic flooding
frequency for all events.
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2.2.4.2 Internal Flooding Results
~

~

~

The total CDF from flooding events without a consequential LOOP is estimated to be about 7.6E-9/cy.
In addition, flooding with a consequential LOOP contributes about 1.4E-10/cy. The licensee states that
these estimates are conservative, as additional analysis taking credit for manual actions identified in the
EOPs would probably reduce the dominant scenario frequency by a factor of 100. No estimate of the
CDF due to the screened scenarios is offered in the IPE.

Three scenarios survived the screening.

Of these, scenario 6B

is dominant.

The scenarios are:

Flood scenario 6A. Unit 1 scram with MSIV closure due to a breach of the eyewash
piping which fails division I 125V and 250V dc power. The following systems are
disabled: Feedwater, main condenser, RCIC, core spray channel A, core spray channel
C, CRD pump A (if not already running), 10 of 16 SRVs (non-ADS). The RHR system,
the diesel generators A and C; the RHRSW pump A, ESW pump A and 6 ADS division
I solenoids are only partially disabled.
2.

Flood scenario 6B. Unit 1 scram with MSIV closure due to a breach of the eyewash
piping which fails division II 125V and 250V dc power. The following systems are
disabled: feedwater, main condenser, HPCI, core spray channel B, core spray channel
D,. CRD pump B, instrument air, 250 V dc center 1D264. The following are partially
disabled: diesel generator B and D, several RHR pumps, ESW channels B and D,
RHRSW channels 1B and 2A.

3.

Flood scenario 5E. Manual shutdown of unit 2 caused by a breach of the suppression
pool in either the HPCI or the RCIC compartment causing the failure of HPCI, RCIC,
core spray suction from the suppression pool and RHR suction from the suppression pool.

2.2.5 Core Damage Sequence Results
2.2.5.1 Dominant Core Damage Sequences

The results of the IPE analysis are in the form of plant damage states (combinations of core damage,
vessel breach and containment failures). The functional sequences are not presented as they would be
below the NUREG-1335 screening criteria for reporting of such sequences. The point estimate for the
core damage frequency from internal events is 1.2E-7/cy (much lower than a typical BWR), with internal
flooding contributing 7.6E-9/cy. A cycle is 15 months. Accident classes and types and their percent
contribution to the CDF, are listed in Tables 3 and 4.
t

The SBO contribution is a negligible fraction of the CDF. The ATWS contribution is about 78%. The
transients contribute 14%. The ISLOCA contribution is not calculated.

A loss of a dc bus represents about 97% of the CDF from transients.
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Table 3 Dominant Accident Classes and Their Contribution to the CDF
Accident Class

Contribution to CDF (/cy)

ATWS

9.2E-8

78

All transients

1.6E-8

,14

Flood

7.6E-9

LOCAs

1.0E-9

0.8

9.5E-10

0.8

ATWS

& LOCA

7.E-11

SBO

Table 4 Dominant Initiating Event or Scenarios and Their CDF Contribution

Initiating Event or Scenario

CDF (/cy)

% total

LOOP ATWS

4.7E-8

TBCCW loss ATWS

2.0E-8

17

of DC bus

1.6E-8

14

DC bus loss ATWS

1.3E-8

Non isolation transient
ATWS

7.6E-9

All floods

7.6E-9

Isolation transient ATWS

2.1E-9

Loss

The CDF profile does not resemble that of a typical BWR, where ATWS is not so overwhelmingly
dominant, and where SBO and ATWS both are usually important contributors. This difference may be
due to lack of modeling of common cause failures and operator actions, which has a more pronounced
effect in transients versus ATWS initiators. Part of the reason may also be due to plant features showing
high redundancy and diversity in injection sources, ultimate heat sink paths and water sources and electric
power. While ATWS defeats many of these options, the licensee took credit in ATWS modeling for
perfect operator actions and plant improvements, and used results of plant specific calculations in aspects
of phenomena where there is current uncertainty.

The generally low core damage frequency results are due to taking credit for the numerous plant
improvements proposed, while disregarding potential for common cause failures and operator errors. Of
course, some of the positive plant features also contribute in reducing the CDF.

2.3

~

~

~

~

~

Human Reliability Technical Review
~

~

~

2.3.1 Pre-Initiator Human Actions
~

The licensee elected to perform no explicit analysis of pre-initiator human actions. Rather the IPE is
based on the assumption that equipment failure probabilities used to quantify equipment unavailabilities
include contributions from human errors implicitly. While the submittal indicates that this approach does
not apply to common-cause failures (including those from human errors), the licensee does not provide
any analysis of common-cause failures from human or other related causes.

2.3.2 Post-Initiator Human Actions
The licensee performed a limited analysis of post-initiator human actions. The actions modeled are those
identified in the SSES EOPs as necessary to accomplish a safe plant state in response to the range of
initiating events modeled in the IPE.
The licensee recognized that operators may err in performing post-initiator actions. First, operators may
commit "procedural errors" that involve departures from written procedures, or they may commit
"execution errors", thereby failing to complete the tasks as directed by the procedures. The licensee did
not consider procedural errors because the goal of PP&L is "zero deviations from procedures." With
this goal in mind, the licensee states "Should a deviation be observed during training or requalification
testing activities, the cause will be discovered and eliminated."

A unique approach was used to assess and quantify the probabilities of execution failure for the SSES
post-initiator human actions. Three classes of error probability were assigned, as summarized in Table
5.
Table 5 Assignment of Error Probabilities

Failure Probability

Condition
Enter procedure given necessary time and
information (cognitive failure)

0.0

Familiar actions with extreme time margin and
absence of ambiguity

0.0

6

Actions with moderate time pressure, limited
manpower, or complex execution
Actions under extremely adverse and timelimited conditions or in the absence of

Equipment failure probability
1.0

procedures

The assessment of the availability of time for the assignment of a human error probability "broadly
equivalent to the equipment failure rate" depends on the number of actions, their location, and the
complexity of the actions. The rules associated with this assignment are summarized in Table 6;
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however, in the submittal, the licensee does not make clear whether the conditions identified correspond
to the human error rate being set equal to the equipment failure rate, or to zero.

Table 6 Estimate of Time Pressure

Time Relationship

Condition
Routine single actions at a single location

Time available > 3 x time required

Routine multiple actions at a single location

Time available > (median time for each action
x number

of actions)

Time required = E (traverse time + action
time)
Time available > 2 x time required

Complex actions in multiple locations

The licensee presents no discussion of whether dependencies between human actions, such as in the case
of ATWS-related events were considered.

The 14 post-initiator actions identified
1.

2.
3.

4
5.
6.
7.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

as being modeled

in the SSES IPE are:

Enter EO-100/200 -113: Directs operator actions when reactor power > 5% (ATWS)
Place reactor mode switch in shutdown: Backs up scram circuit failure (ATWS)
Initiate alternate rod insertion (ARI): Backs up automatic ARI {ATWS)
Initiate standby liquid control (SLC) system: Injects boron {liquid poison) (ATWS)
Trip recirculation system pump: Backs up automatic pump trip on turbine trip
Insert control rods: Manually insert coritrol rods {ATWS)
Inject SLC system using Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system: Backs up SLC
operation (ATWS)
Throttle reactor coolant make-up flow between -80" and -200": Limits possible reactivity
effects causing core damage (ATWS)
Blow down if reactor pressure vessel (RPV) water level is not above top of active fuel
("TAF"): Reduces RPV pressure rapidly to allow low-pressure cooling systems to operate
if high-pressure cooling is unavailable
Control low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) fiow: Limits fiow of LPCI pumps to
prevent sweeping out of boron (ATWS)
Control RPV pressure: Limits pressure perturbations with relief valve cycling (ATWS)
Bypass high-pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system suction transfer: Assures continued
HPCI cooling by preventing suction of hot water from suppression pool (ATWS)
Initiate suppression pool cooling: Ensures removal of decay heat to ultimate heat sinks
Control condensate fiow: Allows control of preferred low-pressure coolant source
(ATWS).

In addition, manual scramming of the reactor during an ATWS and venting of the containment by the
operators were identified as a post-initiator action, but were assigned a probabilities of failure of 1.0.
Failure probabilities for only some of the above actions related to ATWS were provided in the submittal.
These are indicated in Table 6.
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Table 7 Failure Probabilities for ATWS-Related Actions

Failure Probability

Action

0.0

Enter EOP

1.0EAS

Attempt inventory control

Initiate SLC
Manual rod insertion

1.0EAS

Bypass HPCI suction transfer

1.0E%3

Manual emergency depressurization

1.0EQS

Control

of condensate flow

1.0E+5

Controlled LPCI flow

1.0EAS

Initiate suppression pool cooling

1.0EC6

Risk-achievement worth importance measures were calculated for some of the post-initiator human
actions. Three actions were identified as having measures in excess of 10,000. These are:

Enter EO-100/200 -113 (RAW = 17,000)
Initiate suppression pool cooling (RAW=16,823)
Throttle reactor coolant make-up flow between -80" and -200" (RAW=14,000)
In addition five actions had measures between

1

and 10,000:

Initiate SLC system (RAW=486.6)
Blow down if RPV water level is not above top of active fuel (RAW=336.4)
Bypass HPCI system suction transfer (RAW=33.8)
Insert control rods (RAW=33.6)
Control low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) fiow (RAW=12.8).
The licensee discussed the influence of the IPE results on two generic issues: shutdown heat removal (USI
A-45) and systems interaction (USI A-17). The licensee recognizes that for shutdown heat removal to
be accomplished, operator actions are required. Three heat-removal systems are available: main
condenser, the residual-heat removal (RHR) system, and the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) system.
Each system requires operator action to ensure decay heat removal. If these systems are unsuccessful,
SSES considers that adding mass to the suppression pool will extend the time to containment failure
without decay heat removal, thereby possibly allowing time for repairs or recovery of the decay-heat
removal systems. Finally, containment venting is considered; the licensee is reported to be evaluating
alternative options for the venting.

No discussion

of operator

actions is included in the submittal for the systems interaction issue.
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The licensee undertook a limited sensitivity study of the influence of human action failure probabilities
on the ATWS sequences. This sensitivity study was performed by substituting failure probabilities taken
from another (unnamed) BWR IPE submittal that had used a more "traditional" HRA method, and
requantifying the ATWS sequences. The comparison between the SSES error probabilities and the other
BWR probabilities is presented in Table 8. The effect of substituting the other probabilities increased
the frequency of ATWS-related core-damage sequences to 5.3E-05 per year, compared with 9.0E-08 per
year using the SSES failure probabilities.

Table 8 Comparison of SSES and "Other BWR" Failure Probabilities
SSES Failure

Action

p ob bilit

"Other BWR" Failure
Probability

0.0

3.0E-04

Attempt inventory control

1.0E-05

0,27

Initiate SLC

1.0E-04

0.1

Manual rod insertion

1.0E-05

1.0

Bypass HPCI suction transfer

1.0E-03

2AE-02

Manual emergency
depressurization

1.0E45

1.0E%3

1;OE-05

4.9E42

Controlled LPCI flow

1.0E-05

0.64

Initiate suppression pool cooling

1.0E-06

1.0E-06

Enter EQP

Control

2.4

of condensate fiow

Back End Technical Review

2A.I Containment Analysis/Characterization
2.4.1.1

Fronted Back~1

Dependencies

There are no separate Level 1 and Level 2 analyses in the SSES IPE. An initiating event is first
propagated through a "partition tree" whose end points transfer to various "disposition trees". Each
disposition tree further propagates the effect of the initiating event and equipment failure or recovery to
a spectrum of discrete plant states. The plant states describe the condition of the core, vessel and
containment as a result of the specific event sequence (and thus the Level 2 results). 'Re Level 2 analysis
is included in the disposition tree analysis.
2.4.1.2 Containment Event Tree Development

Event Trees for Level 2 Analysis —The top events in the disposition trees in the SSES IPE that are
relevant to Level 2 analyses include those associated with "Vessel Failure" and "Containment Challenge".
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i

is assumed in the SSES IPE that vessel failure is prevented (or in-vessel recovery is successful) if
injection is recovered before dryout. Containment overpressure failure is prevented if decay heat removal
is available, and containment overtemperature failure is prevented if drywell spray is operating. The top
events in the event trees and the associated fault trees therefore address the availability of the various
systems that provide the above functions.

It

Appendix F of the SSES IPE submittal discusses the structures of the various event trees used in the IPE.
Some of the top events of the event trees are quantified by fault trees, which address the system
availability issues. Consistent with the assumptions used in the SSES IPE, phenomenological issues (e.g.,
HPME) and operator human response issues are not included in the event tree structures. In general, the
event trees and the associated fault trees developed in the Susquehanna IPE are well structured and easy
to understand. Within the assumptions used in the SSES IPE submittal, the top events of the CET cover
the important issues that determine vessel integrity, containment response, and eventual release from the
containment.

The quantification of the CET in the SSES IPE is based on system availability at various event times
predicted by the BWRSAR code. In general, the quantification process used in the IPE is systematic and
traceable. Some items that are of interest are discussed in the following.
RCS Depressurization and In-Vessel Recovery
is assumed in the IPE that vessel failure is prevented if coolant injection is recovered (either by
recovery of injection or by RCS depressurization and the consequential availability of low pressure
injection) before vessel dryout. This is primarily based on BWRSAR prediction for core melt progression.
According to the IPE submittal, the core debris is 14 times more likely to be quenched in the RPV, if
the core damage progression proceeds in a manner consistent with the progressive relocation model
(BWRSAR), than if it proceeds in a manner consistent with the core blockage model (MAAP).

It

Containment Failure Modes considered in the IPE
Both containment overpressure and overtemperature failures are considered in the SSES IPE. Although
a few mechanisms are considered in the IPE for these failure modes', in general, the containment will
have an overpressure failure if decay heat removal is not available or insufficient (e.g., in an isolation
ATWS event), and an overtemperature failure if drywell spray is not available.

Most of the containment failure modes discussed in NUREG-1335 are dismissed in the SSES IPE as
unlikely to cause containment failure and thus not included in the event tree structure for IPE
quantification. For example, none of the phenomena associated with high pressure melt ejection (HPME)
are considered in the IPE as being able to challenge containment integrity. Although the IPE submittal
(Volume 6) discusses the basis for their exclusion, the discussion is qualitative in nature.

'For example, the mechanisms considered in the IPE for containment overpressure failure include
loss of vapor suppression during LOCA (i.e., suppression pool bypass), loss of compartment pressure
equalization (when the dryweel/wetwell vacuum breakers fail to open), loss of reactivity control during
isolation ATWS, loss of decay heat removal, and loss of vapor supression due to SRV tailpipe failure in
the wetwell airspace.
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Debris Coolability and Late Containment Failure
Successful cooling of ex-vessel core debris requires two things: (1) there is water over the debris, and
(2) the debris is in a eoolable configuration. It is assumed in the SSES IPE that the core debris will be
successfully cooled if water is available. This leads to, in the event tree structures, the prevention of
containment overtemperature failure by the operation of drywell sprays. Corium attack of other
containment structures, such as downcomer pipes, is also also assumed not to occur if drywell spray is

operating.
recommended in GL 88-20 that assessments of ex-vessel debris coolability be based on available
cavity (spread) area and an assumed maximum eoolable depth of 25 cm, and for depths in excess of 25
cm, both the eoolable and noncoolable outcomes should be considered. It is further requested that the IPE
should document the geometric details of cavity configuration and flow paths out of the cavity. A
discussion of such details is not provided in the IPE submittal.

It is

In response to NRC questions on the Level 2 analysis, PP&L cited some NUREG reports to support the
assumptions used in the SSES IPE regarding ex-vessel debris coolability (Volume 6 of the SSES IPE).
However, detailed discussion on the applicability of the results presented in these reports to SSES is not
provided in the submittal. According to NUREG-1335, "applicability would be established through
comparison of geometry and thermal-hydraulic condition" if a previously published analysis is used for
load definition.
Thermal Attack of Containment Penetrations

According to NUREG-1335, the licensee submittal should include an assessment of the penetration
elastomer seal materials and their response to prolonged high temperature. This is not provided in the
SSES IPE. It is assumed in the SSES IPE that the containment will have an over-temperature failure if
drywell spray is not available. Although this seems to cover the seal failure case, seal materials used in
the SSES and their properties are not discussed in the IPE submittal.
Containment Venting

Containment venting was considered in the SSES IPE. A venting pressure of 15 psig was used in the
accident transient analyses for sequences involving containment venting. This is much lower than the
containment design pressure of 53 psig. It was also assumed in the SSES IPE that containment venting
before core damage would not result in the loss of core injection due to adverse environmental conditions
and that containment venting was only used when there was no core damage.

A vent failure rate of 0.1 was used for non-ATWS events and 1.0 (i.e., not available) for ASS events
in IPE quantification. Since no viable path for primary containment venting existed at the time of the IPE,
results of no containment venting were also reported in the submittal. Because containment venting was
used only when there was no core damage and would not have any adverse effect on the availability of
core injection, the values used for containment venting in IPE quantification would not change the core
damage frequency results, but would increase the frequency of containment failure with no core damage.
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General conunents on the Event Tree Structure and the Lack
Actions in the Event Tree Structure

of containment

Phenomena and Operator

In general, the event tree structure used in the SSES IPE for IPE quantification provides a systematic
means for plant examination and for the development of accident 'management strategies (and plant
improvement), and thus meets the requirement of PP&L's "Defense-In Depth" approach. Although the
emphasis is in severe accident management, which involve many operator actions, operator actions are
not modeled explicitly in the event tree structure. The lack of events in the event tree structure to address
containment phenomena and operator actions limit the use of the event tree to address the effects of these
issues on containment performance. The major deficiencies in the SSES IPE is the lack of appreciation
of uncertainties on severe accident progression. Although the importance of uncertainties are
acknowledged and discussed in the IPE submittal, they are not quantitatively addressed in the IPE
analysis.

According to NUREQ-1335, the primary objective of the IPE back-end analysis is to provide the utility
with a framework for obtaining an understanding of, and appreciation for, containment failure modes,
the impact of phenomena and plant features, and the impact of operator actions. The event trees and the
fault trees used in the SSES IPE to perform the back-end analysis do not involve events that address the
various containment phenomena and operator actions, their impact (e.g., in terms of sensitivity studies)
on the back-end results are not discussed in the IPE submittal.
2.4.1.3 Containment Failure Modes and Timing

The Susquehanna

containment ultimate
approach used in the SSES
Limerick Generating Station. The ultimate
140 psig. The approach used in the SSES

submittal. 'Re

strength evaluation is described. in Appendix C of the IPE
IPE was a systematic examination of results presented for the
containment pressure obtained for the SSES containment was

IPE seems adequate.

2.4.1.4 Containment Isolation Failure
Containment isolation failure is discussed in Appendix C (Section CA.2) of the IPE submittal. According
to the IPE submittal, analyses were performed in the IPE to address (1) the pathways that could
significantly contribute to containment isolation failure, (2) the signals required to automatically isolate
the penetrations, (3) the potential for generating the signals for each initiating event, (4) the examination
of the testing and maintenance procedures, and (5) the quantification of each containment isolation failure
mode (including common cause failure). According to the descriptions provided in the IPE submittal, all
five areas identified in the Generic Letter regarding the evaluation of containment isolation failure are
addressed in the IPE.

2.4.1.5 System/Human Responses

The event trees and the associated functional fault trees used in the SSES IPE for plant damage state
quantification include many events that involve recovery and operator actions. For the Level 2 part of
the analysis, operator actions are required to provide vessel injection (by vessel depressurization or using
alternate injection source) to prevent vessel failure, and to provide decay heat removal (by suppression
pool cooling or alternate cooling methods) to prevent containment failure. Although these events involve
operator actions, operator actions are not specifically modeled in the event tree/fault tree structure (i.e.,
there are no operator action events in the event tree/fault tree structure).
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One of the most important assumptions PP&L made was the one regarding emergency procedures and
operator actions. PP&L believed that, because the analysis of functional failure sequences for the plant
was comprehensive and the evaluation of the plant transient response against the EOPs was thorough, the
emergency procedures covered all credible plant conditions, and no ambiguities, inadequacies, or
improper actions were present in the EOPs. PP&L further assumed that, because of PP&L's rigorous
training processes and requirements, the probability of an operator committing a procedural error (i.e.,
Mure to follow a procedural step) was zero. This seems to indicate that the SSES operator will always
understand the plant conditions correctly (without ambiguities) and take the correct actions. The only
question then is whether the operator can execute the procedural action in a timely fashion. In this
regards, PP&L assumed (or tried to achieve) an operator (execution) failure rate comparable to the
expected unavailability rate of the equipment involved in the action. Using the timing data provided by
accident sequence transient analyses, PP&L believes that the above goal for operator execution error can
be achieved and is thus used as the basis for the SSES IPE.

It is stated in NUREG-1335 that "In the quantification of the CET, human intervention would be based
on existing emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and assessed against standards for human
performance". It is not clear whether this is achieved in the SSES IPE. Section 2.3 of this TER reviews
the HRA as described in the submittal.
2.4.1.6 Radionuclide Release Characterization
Because of the small calculated core damage frequencies in the SSES IPE, only one sequence was
identified as meeting the NUREG-1335 screening criteria. It is an ATWS sequence with MSIV closure.
This sequence was therefore selected in the SSES IPE for source term calculation. In addition to this
sequence, source terms were also calculated for six additional sequences. It is noted that, except for the
ATWS/MSIV sequence, the additional six sequences do not involve containment failure. The source terms
for these six sequences are therefore very small.

Although the selection of the sequence seems to satisfy the NUREG-1335 criteria, the selection of only
one sequence with containment failure for source term definition does not seem to provide a reasonable
coverage of the spectrum of source terms that might occur for SSES. For example, there are containment
failure cases with and without vessel failure, and with and without core damage. The selection of a single
containment failure sequence for source term definition certaintly does not cover these various
containment failure cases. Also, the low core damage and containment failure frequencies obtained in
the SSES IPE is partly due to the optimistic assumptions used in the IPE. Source term calculations for
more sequences could be needed if less optimistic assumptions were used in the analysis.

The source term developed in the SSES IPE is not characterized by sufficient information to calculate
environmental consequences in a Level 3 PRA.

2.4.2 Accident Progression and Containment Performance Analysis
2.4.2.1 Severe Accident Progression and Source Term Calculation

for accident progression quantification and the fission product release characterization
(i.e., source term calculation) is discussed in Volume 5 of the Susquehanna IPE. The computer codes

Sequence selection

for source term calculation include BWRSAR, TRAPMELT3, and CONTAIN 1.12. The calculations
were performed by Risk Management Associates (RMA) for PP&L.
used
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2.4.2.2 Dominant Contributors: Consistency with IPE Insights
~

~

~

Containment failure modes and their frequencies obtained from the Susquehanna IPE quantification are
discussed in Section 3 of the submittal. Table 9, below, shows a comparison of the conditional
probabilities for the various containment failure modes obtained from the Susquehanna IPE with those
obtained from the Limerick IPE and the La Salle NUREG/CR-5305 analyses.

Table 9 Containment Failure as a Percentage of Total CDF
Containment Failure
Mode

Limerick
IPE

SSES

IPE

Early
Failure

La
Salle'UIK,G/CR-5305

35

Failure'ate

27

51

Isolation Failure

Intact

14

CDF (1/ry)

4.3E-6

9.0E-8

4.7E-5
S sequences, it is
in A

Because in SSES IP containment ai uie occurs
ore vesse
reac
classified in the table as early containment failure.
For La Salle: of the 35% early failure probability, 30% involves containment failure and 5%
involves early containment venting (venting before vessel breach); of the 51% late failure
probability, 10% involves containment failure and 41% involves late containment venting (i.e.,
venting after vessel breach).

'Re

total core damage frequency (CDF) predicted in SSES IPE is very low (1.2E-7 per 15-month cycle).
Approximately 80% of the total CDF comes from ATWS sequences. Among the total CDF, only about
1% involves containment failure (CF) and only 3% of the CDF involves vessel breach (VB), Of the total
containment failure probability (1% CDF), over 80% comes from ATWS with loss of TBCCW (with a
frequency of 1.0E-9); and of the total vessel breach probability (3% CDF), over 95% comes from
internal flood (based on an assumed frequency of 1.0ER for internal flood)

The probability of having both CF and VB is extremely low (7.8E-11 per 15-month cycle). The
conditional probability of CF with VB is only about 0.07% of the total SSES core damage frequency (on
a conditional basis: about 7% of the containment failure cases involves vessel breach; and about 2% of
the vessel breach cases involve containment failure). The leading contributor to the frequency of CF with
VB is ATWS with loss of DC bus.
Table 9 above shows the results for core damage cases. According to the SSES IPE submittal, there are
many cases that do not have core damage but involve containment venting or containment over-pressure
failure. The frequencies for these no-core-damage cases are 1.8E-7/ry for containment venting and 3.6E8/ry for containment overpressure failure, much higher than the total CDF of 8.8E-8/ry. If containment
venting is assumed not available, the frequency for containment overpressure failure with no core damage
increases from 3.6E-8/ry to 3.6E-7/ry, an increase of an order of magnitude.
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2.4.2.3 Characterization of Containment Performance

As shown in Table 9, for the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station, the core damage frequency (CDF) is
much lower than that obtained in Limerick and La Salle IPEs. The conditional probability of containment
failure obtained in the Susquehanna IPE is also very low.

For La Salle, a small portion of the early failure probability and the majority of the late failure
probability come from containment venting. For SSES, containment venting, if used, is used only for
cases with no core damage (therefore not included in the CDF). According to SSES IPE, the frequency
for the case of "containment venting but no core damage" is 2.3E-7/cycle. This is about twice the
events (1.1E-7/cycle). The venting pressure used in SSES IPE analyses is
only 15 psig, well below the containment design pressure of 53 psig. The venting pressure used in La
Salle PRA is 60 psig, higher than the containment design pressure of 45 psig.

frequency

of all core damage

As discussed above, only 7% of SSES containment failure cases involves vessel breach, while 100% of
La Salle containment failure cases involves vessel breach. This is because, in La Salle, containment
venting (CV) or containment failure (CF) is assumed to result in the loss of core injection and eventual
vessel breach. In SSES, the discharge of the containment atmosphere to the reactor building (either due
to CV or CF) is assumed not to lead to the loss of core injection.

In the SSES IPE, it is assumed that once water is provided to the corium, CCI will cease, and any
containment failure modes that may be caused by corium attack will not occur. For La Salle, water will
not be available to the corium for 30% of the total CDF and a dry CCI is assumed to occur. Of the 53%
total LaSalle CDF, in which the vessel fails and water is provided to the corium, 429o will have CCI,
and 11% will not have CCI.
The C-Matrix, which shows the conditional probabilities of CET end states (or containment failure
modes) for the accident classes {or PDSs), can be obtained from the Table presented in Section 3.4 of
the SSES IPE submittal.
2.4.2.4 Impact on Equipment Behavior

An assessment of the operation of the Susquehanna plant equipment when subjected to the adverse local
environments is discussed in Appendix C.S of the SSES IPE submittal. In the SSES IPE, the assessment
is performed for a period of 72 hours following the on-set of the initiating event. According to the IPE
the 72 hour time period was selected because in the worst-case scenario containment failure could occur
at this time, and, in this event, the failure of containment would result in a release of a large quantity of
radioactive material and further analysis is not needed.
The case selected as the worst case for environmental conditions in the reactor building, where most of
the equipment is located, is a loss of Reactor Building HVAC combined with a design basis LOCA event.
According to the IPE submittal, this represents the worst-case Reactor Building Heat Loads combined
with the worst-case Reactor Building Heat Removal capability. Based on the Reactor Building conditions
predicted by the Compartment Transient analysis Program (COTTAP) developed by PP&L and the
equipment quantification conditions, it is concluded in the IPE submittal that equipment in the Reactor
Building will not fail under severe accident conditions. In addition to the Reactor Building, the effect of
adverse environmental conditions in the Susquehanna Control Structure, which house equipment whose
function is needed to mitigate the consequences of a severe accident, are also evaluated in the SSES IPE.
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The conclusion of the evaluation is that, for the time of interest in the IPE, adverse environmental
conditions in the Reactor Building and Control Structure are not severe enough to cause equipment
operability concerns.
cases analyzed in the SSES IPE are those with the containment remaining
conditions
in the Reactor Building and the Control Structure are therefore
The
environmental
intact.
associated with normal containment leakage rate (but with containment conditions more severe than those
associated with design basis LOCAs). It is noted that in the SSES IPE, the frequency for the cases with
containment overpressure failure or containment venting (within 72 hours according to the data presented
in the IPE submittal) but with no core damage is much higher than that with core damage. The adverse
environmental conditions due to containment failure or venting may fail the equipment used for core
injection, and consequently cause core damage (and thus a more severe release). Since the frequency of
these loss of containment integrity cases (4.5E-8 for containment overpressure failure and 2.3E-7 for
containment venting) is much higher than that with core damage cases (1.1E-7), the impact of these
conditions on equipment availability needs to be discussed.

It is noted, however, that the

l

2.4.2.5 Uncertainties and Sensitivity Analysis

According to NUREG-1335, "In order to perform a sensitivity study, those parameters that are likely to
have the largest effect must be identified." Table A.5 of NUREG-1335 provides a reasonably
comprehensive list of parameters for use in a sensitivity study.

Sensitivity studies for parameters that may have significant effects on Level 2 analysis results are
performed in some other IPEs but not in the SSES IPE. Sensitivity studies performed in other IPEs
include those associated with the code used for transient calculations and those associated with
containment phenomena and operator actions. As stated in NUREG-1560, a key characteristic-for a
quality Level 2 PRA includes "Extensive sensitivity analyses ... performed to quantify the effects of
alternative, credible code modeling assumptions." It is also stated that "Uncertainty in the quantification
of events and phenomena is addressed through the assignment of probability density functions to
individual events". These do not seem to be performed in the SSES IPE.

2.5

Evaluation of Decay Heat Removal and Other Safety Issues

2.5.1 Evaluation of Decay Heat Removal
2.5.1.1 Examination of DER

The IPE addresses decay heat removal (DHR). The submittal discusses the DHR function for core
damage prevention and containment integrity preservation. The licensee seems to have defined the DHR
function as rejection of decay heat to an ultimate heat sink. The submittal also discusses DHR issues in
ATWS scenarios, as increased heat addition to the containment at early times will affect DHR strategies
lat'er on.

Ihe reactor heat can be rejected directly to the environment. For such a function, the following systems
are discussed: main condenser, RHR system in SDC (shutdown cooling) mode or the RWCU in the
blowdown mode.
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The reactor heat can also be deposited to the suppression pool, in which case the suppression pool cooling
mode (SPCM) of the RHR needs to be utilized. IfSPCM is unavailable, the time to HCTL (heat capacity
temperature limit) of the suppression pool can be extended by suppression pool mass addition.
Containment can be vented to prevent its failure and if it does fail by overpressure, the operators can do
certain things to assure continued core injection (aligning the fire pumps to the RHR/RHRSW system and
aligning the SBO diesel generator for battery charging).

The submittal discusses the support systems needed for each
on DHR frontline and support systems.

of these functions,

and the effect

of initiators

No system availabilities for initiators are shown, nor are system importance measures, or contributions
systems, hardware failures and operator errors to DHR failure, This is a drawback since the
licensee thereby does not demonstrate a quantitative understanding of what the major drivers for DHR

of support

failure are.
The licensee considers this issue closed.
2.5.1.2 Diverse Means of DHR

The IPE evaluated the diverse means for DHR, as indicated in Section 2.5.1.1 above.
2.5.1.3 Unique Features of DHR
~

Section 1.2 of this TER describes unique plant features, most of which are DHR related features.
Section 2.6 describes plant improvements, which have been credited in the analysis (regardless of status)
and which are also generally related to the DHR function.
~

~

~

2.5.2 Other GSIs/USIs Addressed in the Submittal

A<5 (DHR Evaluation) Issue A-17, "Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants"
is considered closed with the IPE submittal by the licensee.

In addition to USI

2.5.3 Response to CPI Program Recommendations
The Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) recommendation for BWRs with a Mark II
containment is described in Supplement No. 3 of Generic Letter 88-20. It includes the consideration of
an enhanced containment heat removal capability using a hardened vent or other means of improving
reliability of suppression pool cooling and the recommendations for Mark I containments described in
Supplement No. 1, which include an alternate water supply for drywell spray/vessel injection, enhanced
reactor pressure vessel depressurization system reliability, and emergency procedure and training.
Discussions of these CPI issues are provided in Appendix H of the IPE submittal and they seem to be
adequate. It is noted that at the time of the IPE PP&L had not decided to backfit for a hardened vent.

2.6
~

~

~

Vulnerabilities and Plant Improvements

2.6.1 Vulnerabilities
The licensee applied two types of criteria to identify vulnerabilities at SSES. The first type of criteria
are those provided in Appendix 2 of Generic Letter 88-20 that are principally based on the quantitative
results of the PRA. The second type of criteria are the licensee's "defense-in4epth" criteria, which are
qualitative.
Quantitative Criteria - The frequencies of core damage and of the sequences contributing to core damage
for SSES are very low. The total frequency of core damage was calculated to be 1.1E-07 per 15-month
cycle (=9.0E-08 per year), with 83% of the core4amage frequency being contributed by transientinduced ATWS sequences. Because of these low frequencies, the licensee considers that the criteria
presented in Generic Letter 88-20 are met.

Qualitative Criteria - The licensee has applied a set of qualitative criteria that it identifies as its "defensein-depth" criteria to ensure an adequate level of safety from severe accidents. These criteria are
summarized as:

Accident sequences having high calculated frequencies are not acceptable.
Accident sequences having low calculated frequencies must also have "defense-in4epth" for both
equipment and procedures. Defense-in4epth is defined as follows:

Equipment,
Core or containment damage shall not occur without multiple failures
equipment.

of redundant or diverse

Vessel failure shall not occur following core damage unless additional independent equipment
failures occur.

Containment failure shall not occur following core damage unless additional independent
equipment failures occur.

Containment failure shall not occur following vessel failure unless additional independent
equipment failures occur.
Procedures

No procedure shall have adverse consequences in the case
those occurring initially.

of additional equipment failures

The necessary anticipatory actions shall be performed to avoid loss
shall not degrade the existing situation.
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beyond

of additional equipment but

The necessary anticipatory actions shall be performed to permit successful response to potential
additional failures, but shall not degrade the existing situation.
Interface

'Re nature

and timing

of all appropriate

of information to the operator shall be sufficient to assure timely execution

procedural steps.

2.6.2 Plant Improvements
By applying the above criteria to the accident sequences modeled in the IPE, the licensee identified
several potential modifications to the plant and the procedures. Some modifications have been installed
and some are reported in the submittal as being under consideration. The following is a summary of
those that influence operator actions.

Modification to the Emergency Service Water (ESW) System to allow the spray pond return
bypass valve to be normally open (installed). This eliminates the need for operator actions to
provide a cooling path for emergency diesel generators during loss of offsite power conditions.
Installation of threaded attachments on RHR service water (RHRSW) piping to facilitate
connection of fire-main system during station blackout (installed). This simplifies the manual
connection of the fire-protection system to the RHRSW to permit the fire-protection diesels to
supply water to the reactor vessel in a station blackout.
Increase HPCI suction bypass and HPCI and RCIC exhaust pressure setpoints to remove the need
for manual bypass for high suppression-pool water temperatures (under consideration). This
would allow extended use of HPCI and RCIC injection under ATWS conditions without manual
bypass actions.

Modify control logic for LPCI and core spray (CS) injection and install low-pressure permissive
bypass switch for LPCI and CS (partially installed). The modification to the control logic would
allow the operators to control the high-volume flow rates when the low-pressure injection systems
start in ATWS scenarios. The permissive bypass switch allows the operators to recover failures
of the low-pressure permissive circuitry in the event of losswf-coolant accident (LOCA)
sequences.

Provide procedural guidance for aligning the control rod drive (CRD) system for RPV highpressure makeup (under development).

Provide revised procedural guidance for primary containment control (under development). This
modification covers several containment-system issues, such as use of RWCU for heat removal,
water addition to the suppression pool, redefinition of the Heat Capacity Temperature Limit
(HTCL) curve, and priority on core integrity protection rather than containment integrity, etc.

Provide revised procedural guidance for RPV flooding actions when reactor water level
instrumentation is unavailable (under development).
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Provide revised procedural guidance for RPV level control, allowing the safety/relief valves
(SRVs) to cycle automatically (under development).

Provide revised procedural guidance for reactor scram recovery actions, ensuring that a plant
cooldown does not occur unless the reactor is shut down with control rods (under development).
Provide procedural guidance to vent the containment when fission products have not been released
from the core, and certain other plant conditions have been met (under development).

The procedural items (5-10) are identified as mostly being developed as part of the SSES implementation
of the BWR Owners'roup Emergency Procedure Guidelines (EPG), Revision 4.
The licensee also reported further studies were planned for: primary containment venting, SRV control
operations from the control room, and alternative load-shedding methods during LOCA sequences.

Two other hardware improvements have either been already installed
under consideration:

I.

result

of the

1986 IPE,

or are

Installation of a mobile diesel generator to provide an independent power supply for the 125V dc
system. This improvement has been installed as a result of the 1986 IPE and extends dc system

availability indefinitely in
2.

as a

a

long term station blackout.

Providing an alternate, independent power supply for the condensate transfer pumps. Installation
diesel generator for this purpose is under consideration. This would make this system
available in SBO sequences, thus providing an alternate reactor makeup system, and would prevent
waterhammer damage to suppression pool cooling (as well as other ECCS piping) in such
sequences, because of the keepfill function.

of a small

licensee took credit for most if not all of the improvements in this section. The plant
modifications discussed in Section 6 of the IPE submittal include both installed and uninstalled
modifications (at the time of the IPE).

It seems that the
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3

CONTRACTOR OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on a review of the information provided in the IPE submittal and subsequent responses by the
licensee to RAls it cannot be concluded that the SSES IPE has met the intent of Generic Letter 88-20.
This conclusion is based on the following points.

3.1

Observations on the Level 1 Analysis

'Strengths of the level 1 analysis in the IPE are: a very strong effort to apply the defense in depth strategy
and fix any plant feature which violates it. This resulted in numerous improvements to the plant, the net
effect of which is a reasonable expectation of a (possibly substantial) reduction in core damage frequency.
There were numerous plant specific calculations performed, and an effort was made to present those
calculations and their results in the report. There was a substantial effort to understand the accident
phenomena and to understand and model the accident progression at the SSES. Insights from the analysis
have been incorporated into all aspects of plant operations.

The weaknesses in the Level 1 analysis are mainly in the following areas: treatment of common cause
failures (very few systems considered), taking credit for perfect operator response to accident progression,
and taking credit for improvements not yet implemented. Some data used in certain aspects of the PRA
(e.g., failure data, repair data, etc.) seem overly optimistic when compared against the expected values.
There is an impression that sometimes too much confidence was placed in the results of calculations of
uncertain phenomena. The treatment of the relationship between containment failure and the subsequent
status of the core leaves open questions of whether all important aspects were considered; the licensee
assumes that containment failure has no feedback effect on core damage.
Multi-unit effects were
modeled, but questions remain about how the modeling accounted for equipment availability and operator
actions. ISLOCA events were not quantified. There are questions about initiating event calculations and
whether any walkdowns were performed for the non41ooding part of the analysis.
4

Due to the weak points of the analysis noted above, it is not possible to determine whether the
has found and addressed all of the important plant weaknesses.

licensee

The IPE determined that ATWS contributes about 80% to the core damage frequency (CDF) at the SSES.
The transients contribute 14%. The station balckout (SBO) contribution is negligible. The total CDF
is about 1.2E-7/cy, where a cycle is 15 months. This is a very low CDF compared to other BWRs.
While some of the positive plant features contribute to reducing the CDF, the generally low core damage
frequency results are also due to taking credit for the numerous plant improvements proposed, while
disregarding the potential for common cause failures and operator errors.

The CDF profile does not resemble that of a typical BWR,, where ATWS sequences are not sooverwhelmingly dominant, and where SBO and ATWS both are usually important contributors. This
difference may be due to lack of modeling of common cause failures and operator actions in the SSES
IPE, which has a more pronounced effect in transients versus ATWS initiators. Part of the reason may
also be due to plant features showing high redundancy and diversity in injection sources, ultimate heat
sink paths and water sources and electric power. While ATWS defeats many of these options, the

for perfect operator actions and plant improvements, and relied
for
calculations
phenomena where there is current uncertainty.
on results of plant specific
licensee
took credit in ATWS modeling
i

The IPE resulted in numerous recommendations for improvements, most of which have been
implemented, while the rest are under consideration. The IPE took credit for all the recommended
improvements.

3.2

Observations on the

4

MM Analysis

The approach adopted for modeling human actions is uniquely minimalist among the IPE submittals.
Two fundamental questions must be resolved in this review to help NRC determine whether the submittal
does meet the requirements of Generic Letter 88-20. First, does the approach used by the licensee
identify the principal sources of potential core damage at SSES? Second, can and does the IPE identify
appropriately any plant-specific human-related vulnerabilities that may contribute to such core damage?
Does the Approach Identify Principal Sources

of Potential

Core Damage?

The discussion will address identifying the potential contributions to CDF from pre-initiator and postinitiator human actions separately since different approaches were taken.

Pre-Initiator Human Actions
The licensee has adopted the approach of not modeling any pre-initiator human actions in the belief that
the data used to quantify equipment unavailabilities implicitly includes any contributions from human
actions; separate modeling could lead to "double-counting" of human contributions.
Such an approach has merit providing several conditions are met. These include:
1.

The equipment failure data are principally derived from SSES operations, so
represent SSES-specific maintenance, test and calibration programs and practices.
from other plant studies should be reviewed to ensure that the plants from which
derived correspond to SSES programs and practices. Data from generic sources
IEEE-Std-500) often do not include human-related causes.

that the data
Data derived
the data were
(for example,

The SSES maintenance, test and calibration programs and practices have not varied over the
period for which the equipment failure data were obtained, to ensure that the data do not represent
"old" practices, and no longer represent the plant as currently operated.
3.

The period of operation for which the data were gathered is statistically meaningful in terms of
the contribution from human actions.

4.

The licensee does not intend to use the IPE to support any changes in maintenance, test and
calibration programs and practices.

However, the licensee does not explicitly discuss any of these conditions. Additionally, the licensee has
stated that the approach does not apply to common-cause failures, including those caused by human
actions. However, they have not provided any analysis of humanmused common-cause failures that have

V

the potential of significantly impacting the core-damage frequency. Of particular note is the absence of
possible human-related common-cause failures, for example miscalibration of sensors like RPV,
condensate storage tank, and suppression-pool water-level sensors.

Post-Initiator Human Actions
The approach taken by the licensee in identifying human actions in the post-initiator phase of the accident
sequences follows the common practice of identifying steps in the EOPs that are essential to preventing
core damage. It is the quantification of these actions that is unique.

The licensee does not accept that failures in selecting and applying relevant procedures ("procedural
errors") are possible; the only failures that are conceded as possible are the failures in executing the steps
in the procedures {"execution errors"). The licensee makes no distinction between failures to accomplish
the steps (for example, the operators run out of time) and errors in performing the steps (for example,
selecting a wrong control).
The licensee presents several reasons why
These are summarized as follows:

it is believed that procedural errors

need not be modeled.

Operators will have confidence to rely absolutely on the procedures. This is because:
~
the procedures cover all credible circumstances;
~
following procedures is mandatory at SSES;
~
operators have available, and are required to monitor, instrumentation that provide all the
cues; and
~
specific staK(principally the shiR supervisor) are responsible for supervising performance
of the procedures.

2)

Operators are trained and have practice in applying the procedures. This is effective because:
~
training reinforces the need to follow EOPs without exception;
~
procedural errors observed iii training are analyzed and their causes eliminated; and
~
execution error rates are kept low through the SSES risk-management program.

3)

Ambiguity in procedures or related procedures are not important because:
~
~
~

~
~

actions in the early stages

of an accident are

based on a small number

of clear indications

(reactor power level, water level, and pressure, suppression pool temperature, etc.);
some actions that are time critical (for example, in ATWS or station blackout events) are
unambiguous, as are their related indications;
EOPs are written recognizing a complete set of accident sequences, including all
functional failure degrees and combinations;
any ambiguity in procedures uncovered in training have been resolved; and
symptoms and related indications have been analyzed for their performance under accident
conditions, and any needed information is incorporated in the flow-chart procedures.

Many of these points can be reduced to the argument that no deviations from procedures can be
permitted, and therefore the probability of such deviations is zero. However, the licensee presents no
anecdotal or quantitative evidence that, in fact, such deviations are zero. No discussion is presented by
the licensee of the findings of licensee event reports (LERs), NRC systematic assessments of licensee
performance (SALPs), or any other evaluations of actual plant performance to support the claims made
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in the submittal. A brief review of recent LERs and the most recent SALP evaluation for SSES is
inconclusive. For example, several LERs indicated procedural and training related events at SSES (for
example, LERs 96405-00, 95-01340, and 93-014-00) that were associated with inadequate procedures
or procedural non-compliance. Many of these events occurred during shutdowns and none involved
EOPs. However, contributing factors include "layout of (startup] procedure (poor format, problem with
presentation)", and "minimal amount of training ... on the evolution (insufficient practice / hands-on)."
While not directly contradicting the licensee's claims for the quality of the
(LER 9640540).
implementation of procedures at SSES, the events do not present evidence of an ideal situation either.
One additional area of concern associated with extreme claims of operator reliability in the post-initiator
phase has apparently been ignored by the licensee: that of uncertainties in the accident phenomena models
that. underlie the definitions of success of operator actions. Most noticeable is the lack of any discussion
of such uncertainties in ATWS modeling for BWRs. It would seem that the licensees consider almost
perfect knowledge of such events (or that the actions as modeled bound such analyses). Some HRA
analysts view the comparatively high failure probabilities often used for operator actions in BWR ATWS
scenarios (such as those indicated in Table 8 for the "other BWR") are a partial recognition that the
accident may unfold in ways not compatible with the actions as modeled in typical ATWS event trees.
Such a possibility is effectively negated by the SSES approach.

In summary, the licensee presents no evidence to support the claims for neglecting procedural errors.
Such errors have been identified in recent LERs though not relating to EOPs, and apply for the most part
to shutdown or startup operations. However, these events do indicate deficiencies in the procedures
themselves and the related training programs. In addition, there are potentially phenomenological
uncertainties that the procedures will be effective under ATWS conditions, but the HRA and PRA process
used in the SSES IPE takes no account of these uncertainties as a source of risk.
The omission of procedural errors together with the simplistic analysis of execution errors in the postinitiator human actions, in addition to the simple treatment of the pre-initiator actions, may cause
potentially significant contributions to CDF from human actions to be missed.
Can and Does the IPE Process Identify Potential Human-Action Related Vulnerabilities?

The licensee has adopted a qualitative screening process called the "defense-in-depth" evaluation,
described in Section 2.4.1.2 above. Notwithstanding the omission or simplistic treatment of human
actions in the modeling and the quantification of the SSES IPE models, does the use of this screening
process identify equivalent plant vulnerabilities that would have been identified by a more orthodox HRA
modeling process? Ifso, the analysis performed by the licensee may go some way towards meeting the
intent of Generic Letter 88-20.
Using the defense-in4epth vulnerability criteria, the licensee reportedly identified several plant changes,
six of which were changes in procedures and four related to plant hardware which have an impact on
operations. These are also summarized in Section 2.4.1.2 above.

For the most part, it is not clear how the changes in procedures are derived from the application of the
defense-in4epth criteria. For example, in the case of the cycling of the SRVs, it is stated that this
extends the period to core uncovery by 20 minutes. 'While extending the time for operators is generally
a good practice, none of the criteria related to defense-in4epth say that the design should be changed to
maximize the time available for operator responses, nor do they specify a minimum time by which the

time available should exceed the time required.
indications-the interface criterion.)

(The only. reference to time concerns the timing

of

Generally the changes in hardware should act to decrease the SSES core-damage frequency by simplifying
operator actions (as with the installation of threaded attachments on the RHRSW piping) or even making
operator actions possibly practical (modifying the control logic for LPCI and core spray (CS) injection
in an ATWS event).

No assurance is provided, however, that the application of the defense-in4epth criteria will lead to the
insights and vulnerabilities that would be provided by a more complete and detailed analysis of human
actions.

3.3

Observations on the Level 2 Analysis

The approach used by PP&L for SSES IPE falls under the category of "other systematic examination
methods" in Generic Letter 80-20 (A staff review might be necessary to ensure that the methods are
generally acceptable). The emphasis of the SSES IPE is on the use of PP&L's defense-in4epth criteria
Calculation of offsite
instead of on the evaluation and examination of consequence and risk.
consequences, with consideration of uncertainties, is not considered by PP&L to be adequate for judging
the level of operational safety of a nuclear power plant. The PP&L approach is therefore to develop an
"accurate and definitive" description of each accident sequence and to "realistically" portray the role of
human intervention as defined by Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) to terminate accident
progression.

The important points

of the

technical evaluation

of the

IPE back-end analysis are summarized below:

The approach used by PP&L for SSES IPE falls under the category of "other systematic
examination methods" in Generic Letter 80-20.
The back-end portion of the IPE supplies a substantial amount
subject areas identified in Generic Letter 88-20.

of information with regards to the

The PP&L's "Defense-In-Depth" approach provides a systematic means for plant examination and
for the development of accident management strategies (and plant improvement). The major
deficiencies in the examination'is the lack of appreciation of the uncertainties in severe accident
progression (e.g., in severe accident phenomena and operator responses to severe accident).
Although uncertainties are acknowledged and discussed in the IPE submittal, they are not
addressed in the analysis (e.g., in terms of sensitivity studies).

The Susquehanna Steam Electric Station IPE discusses all phenomena of importance to severe
accident progression in accordance with Appendix I of the Generic Letter. However, some issues
may not have been addressed satisfactorily in the SSES IPE.
Generic Letter 88-20 requests that "the analysis reflect the actual design, operation, maintenance
and emergency operation of the plant." The SSES IPE took credit of some plant and procedure
enhancements that had not been implemented at SSES at the time of the IPE. The current status
of these enhancements are unknown.
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Simplifications and assumptions are made in the SSES IPE for issues with significant uncertainties.
These include the simplifications and assumptions used for operator actions and some containment
phenomena that have significant uncertainties, such as those related to HPME, in-vessel and exvessel recoveries, and equipment survivability.

The containment analyses indicate that there is only 1% conditional probability of containment
failure. This is significantly lower than those obtained in other IPEs for plants with similar
containments.

The licensee has addressed the recommendations
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of the CPI program.

~
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